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Abstract
Ice sheets in Antarctic and Arctic regions are undergoing rapid changes, causing a rise in sea
level with direct impacts on society and the global system. Airborne remote sensing offers a robust
way to study changes occurring in this region and the effects on climate. The Center for Remote
Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) has flown many missions in polar regions to collect data on bed
topography, basal conditions, and deep internal layers by using high-sensitivity radar and advanced
processing algorithms. The goal of the current study is two-fold. First, a new wing-integrated
antenna concept is developed for the Meridian, an Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) designed at
the University of Kansas. Second, preliminary wing-sizing equations are derived from wingintegrated antenna performance analyses. The purpose of both studies is to improve both current
and future UAS sensor-platforms used for remote sensing applications, such as those currently
supported by CReSIS.
An improved design of a wing-integrated airborne antenna array is presented by performing
an antenna trade study for three low-profile antennas. This study seeks to improve not only the
gain of the antenna system but the aircraft performance by developing a structurally-embedded
design. Three candidate antenna designs are carried forward to the detailed design stage. These
designs include a planar dipole embedded in the lower wing skin of the vehicle, a planar dipole
offset a quarter-wavelength from the conductive lower wing-skin via a custom support structure,
and a quarter-wave patch antenna integrated inside the wing. Considering the existing wing size
limitations for antenna array integration into the Meridian wing, two different designs are
recommended—the first design strictly optimizing antenna performance for the given wing size
limitations and the second design improving both the electrical and vehicle performance over the
original design. The planar dipole antenna offset from a ground plane offers the best results in
terms of antenna performance within aircraft’s dimensional constraint.
In the first design, when antenna performance is given priority, the final offset array design
results in a gain improvement of about 6 dB over existing Vivaldi system. Since the ratio of
received power to transmitted power is proportional to square of the gain (by Friis equation), for
an antenna acting as a transmitter and receiver, the gain is actually doubled (i.e. about 12 dB
improvement in gain) in decibel (dB) scale. However, this design significantly increased drag,
which is expected to reduce the vehicle range by ~31% compared to the Vivaldi system. This
design also adds a total additional weight of 84 lbs. due to the antenna supporting structure and
modifications made to the existing Meridian wing. The second design, a dipole array embedded in
the wing (bay) skin, offers advantages for both aircraft and sensor performance. The advantages,
particularly from a sensor perspective, are relatively small. When compared to the existing Vivaldi
system, the embedded antenna design results in ~6% increase in aircraft range, and about 2.5 dB
(actually about 5 dB by Friis equation) increase in gain. This design adds an extra weight of 9.5
lbs. per wing due to composite material modifications. The results of these two systems illustrate
the constant compromise that occurs between vehicle and sensor performance, and the difficulty
to optimize both systems simultaneously.
This study then extends toward a sensor-driven wing sizing study, in which sensor
performance requirements are considered in the preliminary design process of wing sizing. The
conclusions drawn based on this study are specifically applicable to dipole (half wavelength)
iii

antenna design. Considering the higher electrical performance offered by a ground plane, a single
planar dipole antenna was simulated with a ground plane. The ground plane is assumed to be the
lower skin of an aircraft. The ground plane length, width, and offset from the antenna were varied.
For ground plane length sizing, the width and offset parameters are kept constant, while the ground
plane extension outside of the antenna edge is varied. The ground plane width and offset sizing
were performed in a similar manner by keeping all other variables constant. It is determined that
ground plane length and width should be 50% of the wavelength extended outside the antenna
edges and the ground plane-antenna offset should be kept at 15% of the wavelength for maximum
dipole antenna performance. Relationships for wing ground plane span, wing chord, and thickness
are derived from extensive parametric electromagnetic simulations that provide optimum antenna
performance for generic planar dipole antenna. The relationships derived are for the ground plane
(conductive) portion of the wing. These equations provide a useful tool that can inform the designer
of expected sensor performance while determining the wing parameters.
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1. Introduction
It is the consensus of the scientific community that climate change is anthropogenic and is a
multifaceted threat to humans as well as all other living things on the earth. Scientists have been
measuring, analyzing, and predicting the accelerating trend of global temperature and global sealevel rise due to ocean warming and ice loss by glaciers in polar regions [1], [2]. The Center for
Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS), a Science and Technology Center (STC) funded by
National Science Foundation (NSF), supports cryospheric research by developing new
technologies (specifically ice penetrating radar) to conduct measurements in polar regions (both
Arctic and Antarctic). Radars developed at CReSIS are used to collect data to determine the
bedrock topography, thickness of ice, basal characteristics, shallow and deep internal layers, and
snow accumulation over land and ice. The University of Kansas, leading this research, developed
a medium-range Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) called the Meridian, which carries an antenna
array for CReSIS’s Very High Frequency (VHF) depth sounding radar. The Meridian is a propeller
driven, low altitude, medium-range UAS designed specifically for cryospheric research. UASs
offer the advantage of collecting data over a large region efficiently without risking human lives.
A detailed description of the current vehicle and radar is included in Section 1.2.
This work entails a two-part study. The aim of the first part of the study is to develop an
improved wing-integrated antenna array for cryospheric remote sensing. An integrated system that
could optimize electrical and vehicle (i.e. aircraft) performance was proposed. Considering the
existing wing size limitations for an antenna array integrated inside the Meridian wing, two
different designs were studied: the first design strictly optimized antenna performance given the
wing size limitations, and the second design improved both the electrical and vehicle performance
over the original design. This design study further motivated the second part of the study: the
development of preliminary wing sizing equations that take into account sensor performance.
Using these sizing equations, the ideal wing span, chord, t/c ratio, and ground plane aspect ratios
could be determined for future vehicle design.

Motivation
1.1.1. Improving Existing Meridian System
The motivation of this study is to improve the existing radar antenna design of the Meridian
UAS, and potentially improve aircraft performance by reducing the drag with the new antenna
design. An integrated system that optimizes both electrical and vehicle (i.e. aircraft) performance
was the goal. The current Meridian Vivaldi antenna design has less than 0 dB gain over the
frequency range of interest. In addition, these flat plate-like antennas are mounted externally to the
underside of the wing. With eight antennas installed on Meridian, the range is reduced to 932.5
nmi from the clean aircraft range of 1000 nmi without fuel reserve, i.e. about 7% decrease in range
[3]. Keeping this in mind, a secondary motivation was to improve aircraft performance by
developing a low drag design for an antenna array.
1.1.2. Developing Relationships between Sensor Performance and Wing Sizing
This Meridian design case study further motivated the development of a preliminary wing
sizing approach that takes into account integrated-sensor performance. By developing wing-sensor
relationships relating ideal wing span, chord, t/c ratio, and ground plane aspect ratios for the
conductive portion of the wing, sensor performance can be integrated into the design process of
future platforms. This is especially relevant to UAS applications as the primary purpose of the
1

vehicle is to carry the sensor. Since the upper or lower wing skin of an aircraft could be used as a
potential ground plane, cost and weight of the system could be reduced.
To establish wing size-sensor performance relationships, the behavior and performance of an
antenna in the presence of the conductive ground plane are studied. Then the ground plane size
and offset from the antenna are related to the various wing parameters. The trade-off between the
antenna performance and ground plane size (i.e. wing parameters) are predicted. The developed
relationships could help designers determine whether a smaller wing could be chosen at the
expense of the antenna performance and this degradation in the antenna performance could be
estimated. An ideal ground plane size (i.e. wing span, chord and thickness or offset from an
antenna) can be determined in terms of wavelength to maximize array performance at any
operating frequency.

Background
This section includes a detailed description of the Meridian and the existing Vivaldi antenna
(including its inadequate electrical performance, which was the motivation for a new antenna
design).
1.2.1. Meridian UAS
Meridian is a low-wing, propeller-driven medium range vehicle. This UAS was designed and
manufactured by the faculty and students in the University of Kansas Aerospace Engineering
(KUAE) department. Selection of material for the wing is one of the main considerations to
improve antenna performance. The Meridian wings were made of carbon fiber composite material,
and since the Vivaldi antennas were integrated below the wing, the existing wing was acting as a
ground plane to a Vivaldi array. For an embedded design, carbon fibers cause coupling with the
antenna elements, distortion of the radiation pattern, and in turn degradation of the antenna
performance, since the carbon fibers are conductive. Hence for a wing embedded antenna design,
the existing wing material needs to be replaced with low-loss dielectric material (e.g. fiberglass),
which has a fairly low dielectric constant of around 3.4 [4]. Structural design, analysis and testing
of the original Vivaldi antenna is documented in [5], and structural loads considered in the analysis
include the skin friction drag, inertial loads, and aerodynamic lift on the plate. As the Vivaldi
antennas are attached to the lower surface of the wing, they cause additional drag and weight that
affects the range of the Meridian. For the worst case scenario, the drag coefficient of the turbulent
flat plate (cd = 0.005) is used to calculate the drag due to the antennas parallel to flow [6], and
resulting drag force for eight Vivaldi antennas is estimated to be 10.4 lbs, for a cruise speed of 133
kts and antenna planform area of 2.2 ft2.
The Meridian was designed to house an ice-sounding radar and a large cross-track antenna
array for sounding ice thickness and bedrock topography in the cryosphere. Prior to the unexpected
loss of the vehicle in 2011, the Meridian had been flown in both Antarctica and Greenland. Table
1 summarizes the salient vehicle characteristics [3].
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Table 1: Salient characteristics of Meridian UAS
Meridian UAS
Wing Span

26.4 ft

Wing Dihedral

5°

Takeoff Weight

1100 lbs.

V-Tail Dihedral

50°

Fuel Capacity

120 lbs.

Range

950 nmi

Payload Capacity

165 lbs.

L/D

13.9

1.2.2. MCoRDS Radar Antennas
The Multichannel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder System (MCoRDS), developed at the
University of Kansas, has been used to measure ice thickness, bedrock topography, and deep
internal layers. This system has been installed on a variety of platforms and these various systems
typically operate from 160-230 MHz. The MCoRDS system is capable of measuring depths to
about 13,000 ft (4 km) with a vertical resolution of 6 m in ice [7]. Previously the MCoRDS system
has been implemented with dipole arrays on the following platforms: Twin Otter, NASA P-3 and
NASA DC-8.
The Vivaldi antenna, shown in Figure 1, was originally designed for the Meridian MCoRDS
system, and it was chosen for its wide bandwidth and moderate gain. The antennas were mounted
below the wing with custom brackets and stiffeners. The antenna measures 15.75 inch (40 cm)
long, 20.1 inch (51 cm) wide and 0.125 inch (0.32 cm) thick with weight of 3.2 lbs., with 29.5 inch
(75 cm) center to center spacing [8]. A four-element array is integrated on each wing, one array
of four elements for transmitting the signal, and the other four for receiving the signal. Figure 1
shows a single Vivaldi antenna element as well as an installed partial array [8, 9].

Figure 1: Vivaldi Antenna [8] (left) and Meridian UAS with four antennas integrated below
wing [9] (right)
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the return loss and gain, respectively, of the Meridian Vivaldi
antenna. These measurements were conducting in the anechoic chamber located at the University
of Kansas. The bandwidth of the Vivaldi antenna was found to be 960 MHz, and it operates from
the frequency of 162 MHz to 1.12 GHz. The gain measurement test was performed by taking a
C3142 log-periodic antenna as a reference, then the Vivaldi antenna gains were measured both
3

with and without the ground plane. From Figure 2, it is clear that the Vivaldi antenna has a wide
bandwidth but poor gain properties at low frequencies of about 200 MHz. The maximum gain of
the Vivaldi antenna with ground plane is shown in Figure 3 to be 5.1 dB. However, the gain of the
Vivaldi antenna is less than 2 dB at the desired operating frequency of 180-210 MHz. This is less
than the typical gain of a dipole without a ground plane. The low gain performance is due to the
dissipation of a significant amount of energy, thus the low radiated power. While the antenna
design seems to exhibit wideband performance from the return loss measurement, the poor gain
performance is the motivation behind the antenna re-design efforts in this document.
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Sensor-Wing Sizing Study
It is well known that sensor performance is very sensitive to the ground plane size. To better
understand the sensor performance sensitivity to the size of a wing being utilized as a ground plane,
the relations between the sensor performance and wing parameters are determined using a series
of parametric analyses in an Electromagnetic (EM) analysis software tool. In this study, the
conductive (and flat) portion of wing is sized in terms of the wavelength, from which ideal wing
parameters (in terms of sensor performance) such as wing span, wing chord and wing-antenna
offset can be estimated for a particular operating frequency to achieve desired sensor performance.
Sensor performance could also be predicted based on available wing size. During preliminary wing
sizing, once ground plane aspect ratio is known wing span and wing chord could be chosen such
that it delivers the best possible sensor performance. If the antenna array has been designed, then
based on these sensor-wing sizing relations an aircraft satisfying these relations can be selected.
The development of a sensor-driven wing sizing approach could be used as a guide for future
vehicle development.

Following Chapter Summary
Chapter 2 provides a survey of wing-integrated sensors and platforms, as well as a review of
related work. Chapter 3 presents the high-level antenna design trade study. In the trade study,
potential Meridian antenna designs are presented and simulated with the help of ANSYS HFSS
software, and then candidate designs are assessed in more details in Chapter 4. The detailed
analysis includes candidate designs simulated as a linear array, assuming they would be integrated
either below the wing or inside the wing bay, as well as the preliminary structural design and
analysis of the antenna structures. Chapter 5 includes the preliminary wing-sizing relationships
driven by sensor performance, and trade-offs between sensor performance and wing size for a
general dipole antenna are assessed. Finally, Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and
recommendations for this study.
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2. Related Work
Since the 1960s, radio echo sounding has been used to measure the ice thickness of polar
regions [10]. This section provides an overview of the various (mainly) CReSIS radars and
platforms used for cryospheric surveying of polar regions to collect the data on bedrock
topography, deep internal layering and basal characteristics, etc. The platforms are: P-3, DHC-6
Twin Otter, Basler BT-67 and G1X. Each platform has a custom radar antenna-array due to its
installation, size, and mission type. Specific focus is given to the wing-mounted systems that
CReSIS uses for its MCoRDS system. This section also gives an overview of Multifunctional
Aircraft Structures (MAS), where antennas are typically embedded into the structure to improve
the sensor and vehicle performance simultaneously.

Wing-Integrated Sensors
CReSIS has developed various radar systems operating over a range of frequency bands to
support a variety of snow and ice measurements. These radar systems with their operating
frequency range are: MCoRDS (180-210 MHz), Ku-band radar (12-18 GHz), Snow radar (2-8
GHz), Accumulation radar (600-900 MHz), Very High Frequency (VHF) /High Frequency (HF)
radar (14 and 35 MHz), Ultra-wideband (UWB) ice radar (150-600 MHz) [11], and UWB snow
radar (2-18 GHz). The primary system that CReSIS has integrated into the wings of an aircraft is
the MCoRDS system, though most recently the UWB-ICE system was integrated onto the wings
of a Basler BT-67. The MCoRDS radar antenna system is a VHF depth sounder with a frequency
band of 180-210 MHz and supports up to total 15 channels with seven antennas transmitting and
all 15 antennas receiving. This radar system has been flown on Meridian UAS, NASA P-3B,
NASA DC-8, and Twin Otter. All of the antenna arrays for these systems are integrated onto the
wing with the exception of the DC-8. The wing-integrated systems and platforms are described in
detail below.
The NASA P-3B, a four engine turboprop aircraft, has flown the MCoRDS, Snow, Ku-band,
and accumulation radars simultaneously by installing these sensors at multiple locations including
the bomb bay and ten hard points along the wing [11]. These radars were installed on the aircraft,
as shown in Figure 4 [11], and the 15-element MCoRDS array was installed on the wings with the
help of custom pylons and fairings. The P-3 aircraft has a range of about 3000 nmi, nominal cruise
speed range of 240-400 kts [6], and an operation ceiling of 28,000 ft [12]. It has been used for low
altitude, long duration missions. However, compared to UAS, this aircraft is less fuel efficient,
which makes it less preferable when considering the environmental impact of the system. Also,
due to high speed, this aircraft has a higher turn radius and becomes challenging to achieve closely
spaces gridlines
The Twin Otter, a twin turboprop aircraft, has a cruise speed of 120 kts, and a range of about
780 nmi [12]. The aircraft can be landed on wheels or skis, and it is suitable for low-altitude
surveying of ice sheets. A MCoRDS array of 12 folded dipoles were attached via custom hard
points on the wings, as shown in Figure 5. This aircraft has a smaller range as comparted to the P3 which limits the extent of the surveys it can conduct. However, the low altitude and low speed
are advantageous for sensor performance, as the smaller turn radius allows for more closely spaced
ground track patterns.
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Figure 4: NASA P-3 with all sensors installed [11]

Figure 5: Twin Otter Wing with dipole array (left) (Credit: Dr. Shawn Keshmiri, KUAE)
and cross-section of assembly (right) [11]
CReSIS has also developed a multichannel VHF/UHF UWB radar for polar ice sheets
measurement, the UWB-ICE system was integrated into a Basler BT-67 aircraft for airborne
mapping and imaging of glaciers and ice sheets at Greenland. This radar has an operating
frequency range of 150-600 MHz with eight transmitting and 24 receiving channels. This radar
system was designed to provide a 10 km wide ice bed image. The Basler B-67 is a twin turboprop
cargo aircraft. It cruises at a speed of 210 kts with a range of 2,140 nmi, and has a service ceiling
of 25,000 ft. This aircraft has carried UWB-ICE conducted two field deployments in Greenland
[14], and one in Antarctica. This custom antenna–support structure consist of three 13.12 ft (4 m)
long fairings each containing an eight-element antenna subarray. One of the fairings was integrated
below the fuselage and the other two were integrated below the starboard and port wings, as shown
in Figure 6. This aircraft has a comparable range to the P-3. It has a 95 ft long wing span, yet only
one subarray per wing was integrated. Due to higher payload capacity, the power required for the
radar is less of a concern in this case.
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Figure 6: Basler BT-67 with wing integrated sensors [14]
There are many advantages of favoring UASs over manned aircraft, including that they do not
risk the pilot and radar operator. Also the UAS is very fuel efficient compared to manned aircraft.
The UAS can also fly closely spaced gridlines to provide higher spatial resolution measurements,
and has the potential for more accurate flight path tracking. However, civilian-accessible UAS
have limited range and payload capacity. A compact radar system, developed by CReSIS, was
integrated on KU’s G1X UAS [15], as shown in Figure 7. This UAS has a wing span of 208.7 in
(5.3 m), weighs 85 lbs and has a range of about 62 miles. Two separate dipole-based antennas with
operating frequency of 14 MHz and 35 MHz were integrated into the wings of this UAS. Similar
to the MCoRDS system this system was designed for sounding temperate ice, measuring polar ice
sheet thickness. This system is ideal for conducting tightly spaced grid line measurements,
however, the range of this UAS is small and thus it can survey only a few science targets per
deployment. Also, at lower operating frequency, the antennas are larger than the spatial limitations
of the wing, making it difficult to design a highly efficient antenna.

Figure 7: The G1X UAS in flight (left) (Credit: Dr. Shawn Keshmiri, KUAE) and
antennas integrated on the wing (right) [15]
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Apart from the CReSIS radar systems, a few other wing integrated sensor designs were also
studied. The Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (SUAV) with wing integrated sensors has been used
for exploration, surveillance and military applications. These SUAV are equipped with sensors for
remote sensing of specific region (especially on land), and they typically have a short range. There
has been an attempt to fly an antenna array on SUAV, where a printed antenna array was embedded
into the wing structure of a small UAV [16]. This eliminates the aerodynamic drag caused by
externally mounted sensors and offers improved aircraft range. An L-shaped four-element antenna
array, operating in the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band, was embedded into
the wing structure. This mini-Telemaster UAV has a wing span of 45 in, and fuselage length of
32.5 in. It is made of Balsa wood (dielectric constant of 1.2) and has a payload capacity of 20 oz.
This L-shaped antenna is 1.3 in (33 mm) long with arm length of 0.34 in (8.5 mm), and the ground
plane has size of 0.69 in X 0.82 in (17.5 mm X 20.8 mm). This UAV has small range, hence can
be used for limited applications.

Figure 8: Printed antenna array into wing structure [16]
Similar to CReSIS radar systems, a Very High Frequency (VHF) ice penetrating radar system,
called High Capability Radar Sounder (HiCARS), was developed by University of Texas, Institute
of Geophysics (UTIG) [12], for remote sensing of ice in polar regions. Various aircraft have been
equipped with wing-integrated HiCARS sensors. It operates in the frequency range of 52.5-67.5
MHz, has been used extensively in Antarctica (2009-20012) and Greenland, and penetrates ice up
to 2.2 nmi (4 km) thick. This sounder has been used to build the ice-sheet profile showing ice
thickness, deep internal layers and ice-bedrock interface. This sounder has been flown on both a
Twin Otter and a Basler, and consists of two dipoles integrated below the wing with the supporting
structures, as shown in Figure 9 [12]. The dipole antennas operate as transmitter and receiver
individually. This system is also capable of sounding deep ice, but it does not provide advanced
cross-track beam forming capabilities hence they are unable to suppress off-nadir clutter. The gain
of this sounder is comparatively low due to the limited antenna elements.
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Figure 9: HiCARS installed on Basler (Photo courtesy of UTIG) [12]

Multifunctional Aircraft Structures (MAS)
In addition to developing an improved wing-integrated system, a secondary motivation of this
work was to develop sensor-wing sizing relationships. For the systems described in the previous
section, the design of the platform and antennas were developed separately, which is largely a
result of using existing platforms. While the simultaneous design of both platform and sensor is a
somewhat unique approach, there are a few examples in literature that highlight applications of a
multi-disciplinary sensor-structure design.
The multi-disciplinary optimization (MDO) system described in [17] is an example of a design
methodology that considers both aircraft and sensor performance. The program was designed to
optimize the aircraft flight performance and antenna system performance simultaneously by
performing a series of parametric trade studies. The MDO system varies the parameters of the
aircraft geometry and antenna system configuration for each iteration, and each iteration of the
MDO system was controlled by a parameterized CAD model. The combined performance index
value, a single number depicting the aircraft and antenna performance, was found which defines
fitness of each analysis module [17]. This fitness parameter is determined by user specified aircraft
performance characteristics, such as wing area (S) and wing chord (c). Conventional
configurations with favorable stability characteristics (typically lateral and longitudinal stability)
received higher fitness, while an unstable vehicle and/or poor antenna performance is given lower
fitness. This system does not consider the interference of metal components of the UAS and
delivers lower fitness for larger UAVs and antennas operating at low frequency. Also this system
was only used for detailed design.
A heavy or bulky antenna system can degrade the speed, range, endurance and payload of an
aircraft. Conformal Load-bearing Antenna Structures (CLAS) combine the aircraft structures and
antenna components and forms an embedded antenna structure design, which improves structural
efficiency, damage resistance, and antenna performance. This system offers synergies that can
reduce weight added and aircraft drag. The CLAS system presented in [18] utilized the Flexible
Hybrid System (FHS), that combines printed electronics with FleX ICs (see Figure 10), and creates
a very thin, very flexible, lightweight conformal system. The FleX ICs offers localized signal
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processing and control, which reduces the signal loss due to long transmission lines. In this CLAS
system, the flexible antenna was embedded into the structural laminate with a dielectric material
between the antenna and ground plane. It offers reduction in drag and eliminates unwanted
protrusion in aircraft for sensors. This technology has been widely used for military applications.

Figure 10: CLAS flexible hybrid system [18]
The Composite Smart Structure (CSS) presented in [19] describes electrically and structurally
effective antenna structures. The study was aimed for improved electrical performance by focusing
on higher gain and wide bandwidth, and improved structural efficiency by selecting materials with
higher strength and stiffness. Wide bandwidth and high stiffness was achieved by stacking
microstrip patch antennas and sandwich structure with organic composite material and
honeycomb. The microstrip antennas were inserted into multilayer sandwich panels, as shown in
Figure 11. These antennas are low profile, conformal, simple and inexpensive to manufacture. The
materials used for the sandwich structures (fiberglass) have low dielectric constants, to improve
antenna efficiency. The two stiff facesheets carry axial loads while the core (honeycomb) sustains
shear stress. With the CSS concept, it is possible to achieve antenna efficiency as well as structural
efficiency. However, this study was limited to a microstrip antenna, and maintenance of such
embedded antennas might be a problem in the future.
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Figure 11: Composite Smart Structure [19]

Summary
The multifunctional aircraft systems have focused on optimizing aircraft performance by
finding efficient ways to integrate sensors onto aircraft. CReSIS has installed radars on many
aircraft but those aircraft designs were not sensor oriented. The sensors were designed to fit onto
suitable aircraft, which often resulted in externally mounted antenna arrays that added extra weight
and drag. In this study, effort was made to optimize the Meridian UAS and sensor performance,
by proposing two separate design approaches. Later in this study, design rules for aircraft wing
ground planes are presented that take into account the sensor performance. A ground plane size is
directly related to the antenna operating frequency (or wavelength). Keeping that in mind, wing
ground plane parameters are predicted that would deliver better sensor performance. This way a
more optimal balance in both aircraft and antenna performance could be identified.
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3. Antenna Design Trade Study
To start the investigation of an improved antenna concept for the Meridian UAS, a high-level
trade study was performed to determine the most suitable antenna type. This trade study was driven
by both electrical (i.e. antenna) performance and the dimensional constraints of the aircraft (i.e.
Meridian wing), and the objective of this study was to identify the antenna type that will maximize
electrical performance while minimizing vehicle performance degradation. The electrical
performance requirements from the MCoRDS system that formed the basis of this trade study
include: gain > 2 dBi, bandwidth > 30 MHz, operating frequency range between 150 - 230 MHz,
a center frequency of about 200 MHz, and maximum directivity of the antenna directed normal to
the plane of the antenna. In addition, if the antenna is to be integrated below the wings, the antenna
array should be no longer than 140” per wing. Figure 12 shows the port side wing of the Meridian
UAS (original CAD model by Bill Donovan) with its major dimensions. If the antenna were
assumed to be integrated into the existing Meridian wing, the space available in a wing bay for the
antenna is 18.5 in X 14 in X 2.8 in. It was determined that the chord and height dimensional
constraints of the wing would be maintained, but that the span constraint was flexible assuming
the rib locations and/or designs could be modified to accommodate a longer antenna design. Table
2 provides a summary of the antenna designs considered for the trade study, as well as the pros
and cons of the various low-profile VHF antenna designs.

Figure 12: Meridian Wing with Wing Bay dimensional constraints for antenna integration
Table 2: Comparison of low profile antennas
Antenna types

Pros

Cons

Dipole Antenna

Wide bandwidth, planar design,
easy installation

Lower gain typically 2-3 dBi

Half-wave Patch
Antenna

Higher gain typically 6-8 dBi,

Narrow bandwidth typically
<10%, expensive, complex design

Quarter-wave Patch
Antenna

Moderate gain of 4-6 dBi

Narrow bandwidth typically
<10%, expensive, complex design
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All the antenna designs throughout this document were simulated with the help of ANSYS
HFSS software [21]. Figure 13 shows a simulation setup for an antenna with ground plane, a
typical setup includes antenna element(s), substrate, ground plane (depending on design), radiation
boundary box and feed. Perfect Electrical Conductor (PEC) properties were given to all the
conducting (or radiating) components of an antenna design, such as an antenna conductor and
ground plane. A typical antenna element was supported with a substrate, and depending on design
they were given material properties of FR-4, fiberglass, Rohacell foam or air. The frequency range
(sweep) of simulations were set according to antenna operating frequency and bandwidth, typically
between 100-300 MHz. The ‘Discrete’ sweep type was used with step size of ~5 MHz. The
solution frequency of 200 MHz was used for these simulations with maximum passes of 20. The
simulation solution space was defined with an air box with vacuum properties and radiating
boundary conditions. To avoid the interference from the radiation boundary, the radiation box was
maintained at least /4 away from the radiating (any conductive) surface (including ground plane).
Also it could be noted that no additional conductive parts, such as cables, metallic components of
surrounding structure, etc., were included in these simulations, and their effect on antenna
performance is left for future study. While simulating, these antennas were excited by a feed of
50-ohm impedance (with lumped port). The reader should note that the half-wave and quarterwave patch antennas are radiating in the z-direction (i.e. nadir is in z-direction) and the dipole
antennas are radiating in opposite of z-direction due to the ground plane position with respect to
the radiating conductor.

Figure 13: A simulation setup for an antenna with ground plane

Dipole Antenna
The dipole antenna was studied as it has wide bandwidth and a planar design which could be
readily integrated into the lower wing skin of the Meridian UAS. CReSIS has used this type of
antenna on previous installs such as the NASA DC-8 and NASA P-3 MCoRDS systems [6].
Error! Reference source not found. shows the dipole antenna used on NASA P-3 Orion aircraft. T
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his antenna has a size of 27.2 in X 5.51 in and was originally designed by Harish and Joshi [22]
and later modified by Byers [23]. The yellow surfaces in Error! Reference source not found. are t
he radiating arms of the dipole antenna and the substrate (black surface) was given FR-4 properties.
The resonant frequency varies with the length of the dipole arms, hence to lower the resonant
frequency to 200 MHz and to increase the bandwidth, the original antenna size was modified to
29.2 in X 5.51 in from 27.2 in X 5.51 in by lengthening the dipole arms. The modified design of
the dipole antenna developed by the author through the use of ANSYS HFSS software [21] was
used in the trade study. The dipole antenna was simulated with and without the ground plane. For
ground plane simulations, antenna was offset quarter wavelength (14.76 in) from ground plane.
As expected, the dipole antenna with ground plane has higher gain and results in about double the
gain at nadir. The dipole without the ground plane can be installed inside the wing bay, which
avoids the complications of the supporting structure (hence less weight) and also avoids the
additional drag due to antenna array assembly offset at quarter wavelength distance offset from
the lower wing skin.

Figure 14: Original Dipole Antenna

3.1.1. Dipole Antenna without Ground Plane
Though the dipole antenna offset a quarter wavelength from the ground plane has higher gain
since the reflected electromagnetic waves add constructively with the forward radiated energy, the
dipole antenna without a ground plane is easy to incorporate inside the wing bay, and could be
integrated into the lower wing skin. Hence the dipole antenna integrated into a dielectric S2-glass
wing skin is considered as a potential design. For this initial simulation, the effects of the dielectric
panel (wing skin) were ignored and only the antenna element is simulated. The simulated return
loss versus frequency plot for both the original and modified dipole antennas are shown in Figure
15. The original dipole antenna resonates at 225 MHz with a bandwidth of 82 MHz and frequency
range of 178-260 MHz. Then this dipole antenna was modified by extending its dipole arms by
the author to lower the resonant frequency and increase the antenna bandwidth. This change in
antenna geometry shifts the resonant frequency to 195 MHz, and it gives a frequency range of 163260 MHz with a bandwidth of 97 MHz. The results obtained are tabulated in Table 3. It is noticed
that due to antenna modification, the resonant frequency is dropped by 30 MHz but the peak gain
is also dropped by 0.5 dB.
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Figure 15: Return loss vs frequency plot comparison between original and modified dipole
antenna
Table 3: Comparison of original and modified dipole antenna results
Antenna Type

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

Original dipole
antenna [23]
Modified dipole
antenna

225

82

178-260

Peak Realized
Gain at
Resonant
frequency, dB
2.79

195

97

163-260

2.32

3.1.2. Dipole Antenna with the Ground Plane
From the previous section, it was found that the modified dipole antenna had a lower resonant
frequency and wider bandwidth, thus only the modified dipole antenna design was then simulated
with the ground plane. For the simulation, it was assumed that the lower surface of the wing (flat
surface with size of 140 in X 16.5 in) is a perfect conductor and acts as a ground plane, and the
antenna operating at a frequency of 200 MHz is located at a quarter wavelength (14.76 in) offset
from the lower wing surface, as shown in Figure 16. The return loss result is shown in Figure 17.
This design has a bandwidth of 98 MHz and a peak realized gain of 6.76 dB at 175 MHz, which
is more than twice that of the dipole antenna without the ground plane. Due to the lower resonant
frequency, attenuation and scattering in the ice is expected to be slightly lesser. The lower resonant
frequency and higher gain are both desired to meet the objectives of this study.
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Figure 16: Isometric view (left) and front view (right) of the modified dipole antenna with
the ground plane at a quarter wavelength offset
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Figure 17: Return loss plot for modified dipole antenna with ground plane

Patch Antenna
The patch antenna was considered for its higher gain as compared to the dipole antenna at the
expense of narrower bandwidth. The patch antenna was studied from [24], and designed with the
help of [25]. In this design, the square patch antenna was excited by a capacitive patch and a
constant 0.03 in (0.75 mm) of offset was maintained between them. This approach was taken in
favor of a direct probe excitation in an effort to minimize the inductive impedance of the feed
probe which is caused by the relatively large offset of the ground plane due to the low frequency
of operation. The diameter of this feed probe was kept 0.08 in (2 mm), Figure 18 shows the details
of the patch antenna. ROHACELL® foam is used as the substrate between the radiating patch and
capacitive feed patch, and also between the ground plane and capacitive feed patch. PEC properties
were given to radiating patch, excitation patch, feed probe, and ground plane. Initially, radiating
square patch size was set to half wavelength (~ 30 in), ground plane was set to ~ 37 in, height ‘H’
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(between radiating patch and ground plane) was set to 2.6 in, and feed probe was located at (8 in,
16 in) in X and Y direction respectively.
A parametric analysis was completed to find the patch size for the antenna that can meet desired
electrical requirements by varying patch dimensions along the X and Y axis (i.e. Px and Py), feed
location along the X- and Y-axis (i.e. Cx and Cy), and distance between radiating patch and ground
plane (H) (parameters are defined in Figure 18). The patch dimensions (Px and Py) varied from
15.75 in to 25.6 in (400 mm to 650 mm) to find a patch size that meets frequency requirements,
and subsequently the feed location, Cx and Cy, were varied to find an ideal feed location. Also the
distance between the patch and ground plane (H) was varied from 2.16 in to 2.56 in (55 mm to 65
mm). Later, the total height of the antenna assembly was restricted to the maximum height of 2.56
in (65 mm) per the dimensional constraints of the wing bay described in the beginning of this
section. As shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20, the only antenna designs that meet the frequency
range requirements are Patch Antennas (PA) with patch size of 23.62 in X 23.62 in (600 mm X
600 mm) and 25.6 in X 25.6 in (650 mm X 650 mm), named as PA 600 and PA 650 respectively;
however, these antennas are larger than the available wing bay area. The peak realized gain of
about 8.2 dB was achieved from these antennas, which is three times more than that of the modified
dipole antenna without ground plane. The return loss versus frequency plot for different square
patch sizes are provided in Figure 19, and the peak realized gain versus frequency plot is shown
in Figure 20, with their respective square patch dimensions. Dielectric (S2) material properties
(dielectric constant of 3.4) were given to the uppermost layer skin.

Figure 18: 3-D view (above) and front view (below, not drawn to scale) of the patch
antenna
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Figure 19: Return loss vs frequency plot for various square patch antennas

Figure 20: Antenna gain vs frequency plot for various square patch antennas

While this design demonstrates a significant gain improvement over the dipoles in Section 3.1,
a standard patch antenna is not a viable choice, as it violates the dimensional constraints of the
wing bay (length) to meet the frequency range requirements. Also it was found that resonant
frequency is incredibly sensitive to the offset between the capacitive patch and the antenna patch.
Also, a long feed probe is not ideal for a flexing and vibrating aircraft as the fragile feed probe
would likely fracture in the presence of vibration.
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Quarter-wave Patch Antenna
The quarter-wave patch antenna was investigated due to its low-profile design and low
resonant frequency at the cost of narrow bandwidth. In this design, the square patch is excited by
a feed probe, and it is supported by a foam substrate with an edge shorted to the ground plane as
shown in Figure 21. Theoretically the effective (i.e. total) length of the quarter-wave patch antenna
is half the wavelength at the operating frequency (i.e. the addition of the patch length and shorting
wall height is equal to half the wavelength). The size of this antenna is constrained by the rear spar
height and spar spacing. The volume of the space available for the antenna in the wing bay is 18.5
in X 14.2 in X 2.8 in (470 mm X 355 mm X 71 mm). Thus a wing bay can accommodate a square
patch of 14 in X 14 in and a shorting wall height of 2.8 in (70mm).
PEC properties were given to radiating quarter-wave patch, shorting wall, feed probe, and
ground plane. The substrate was given the foam (dielectric constant of 1.07) material properties.
Initially, radiating square quarter-wave patch size was set to quarter wavelength (~ 15 in), ground
plane was set to ~ 18 in, height ‘h’ (between radiating quarter-wave patch and ground plane) was
set to 2.6 in, and feed probe was located at (8 in, 14 in) in X and Y direction respectively. The
diameter of this feed probe was kept 0.08 in (2 mm). To find an antenna that resonates at 200 MHz
and considering the dimensional constraints mentioned above, parametric analyses using HFSS
were performed for different square patch sizes, height of shorting wall (h), and feed location (Cx
and Cy). The return loss for the various designs are shown in Figure 22. The quarter-wave (QW)
Patch antenna designs with patch size of 12.8 in X 12.8 in (325 mm X 325 mm) and 13.2 in X 13.2
in (335 mm X 335 mm), named as QW 325 and QW 335 respectively, resonate at 195 MHz and
190 MHz with bandwidths of 9-10 dB and peak realized gains of about 4.3 dB, as show in Figure
22 and Figure 23, respectively. The antenna designs QW 325 and QW 335 satisfy the operating
frequency requirements (i.e. resonating about 200 MHz) with higher gain, and also these designs
satisfy the dimensional constraints of the wing bay. Hence these designs are considered as
candidate designs and are studied in detail in Chapter 4.

Figure 21: 3-D view (left) and side view (right, not to scale) of quarter-wave patch antenna
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Figure 22: Return loss vs frequency plot for various quarter-wave patch antenna sizes
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Figure 23: Gain vs frequency plot for various quarter-wave patch antennas

Summary of Antenna Design Trade Study
From the trade study, it was found that designs for the dipole antenna (without ground plane)
and quarter-wave patch antenna could meet electrical performance requirements like resonant
frequency, as well as dimensional constraints of the wing bay, hence these two designs were
included in the detailed analysis in the next section. In addition, due to the superior electrical
performance of the dipole with ground plane, this design was also carried forward while
recognizing its implications on the aircraft performance. The electrical performances of the
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candidate designs are compared in Table 4. While the electrical performance of the half-wave
patch antenna is acceptable (high gain of 8.2 dB), it has lower bandwidth of 16 MHz, but it was
primarily eliminated due to its violation of dimensional constraints. In addition, to locate the larger
patch antenna below the wing, the supporting structure would add more weight and drag (possibly
lift depending on fairing cross-section), as compared to the planar dipole integrated in the same
manor. The patch antenna (~ 2.56 in) is much thicker compared to the dipole antenna (~ 0.06 in),
hence the patch antenna will need thicker (hence more drag) and heavier supporting structure than
the dipole antenna. Also, the dipole antenna design is simple, more robust, thinner to integrate,
and lighter. The patch antenna has more components, and it is more complex than the dipole
antenna. Also, the patch antenna and quarter-wave patch antenna were found to be very sensitive
to the probe offset from patch (change of 0.04 inch in probe offset would shift resonating frequency
by 5-10 MHz), which means their performance will deteriorate in the presence of vibration. The
quarter-wave patch antenna fits inside the wing bay and has moderate gain of 4.3 dB. Hence
assuming a more robust design of this antenna would be achievable in the future with advanced
design technique, this design was studied further. Due to the violation of the size constraints and
the lack of robustness in the half-wave patch design, only the planar dipole and the quarter-wave
patch designs were considered in the detailed analysis in the Chapter 4.
Table 4: Electrical performance comparison of candidate designs
Antenna Type

Resonant / Center
Frequency, MHz
750

Bandwidth,
MHz
960

Frequency
Range, MHz
162-1121

Modified dipole
antenna without GP
Modified dipole
antenna with GP
Half-wave patch

195

97

163-260

Peak Realized
Gain, dB
-0.80 (at 200
MHz)
2.32

175

98

152-250

6.76

200

16

192-208

8.2

Quarter-wave patch
antenna

190

9

185-194

4.3

Vivaldi Antenna
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4. Detailed Analysis of the Candidate Antenna Designs
In this section, the candidate designs for the dipole antenna and quarter-wave patch antenna
are described in terms of their electrical performance such as return loss, gain, and radiation
pattern. An identical simulation setup (same as Section 3) was used for all array designs of this
section with additional antenna elements and excitation ports. The purpose of this section is to
identify the ideal antenna design from the candidate design pool. This section also includes the
array performance of these candidate antenna designs when integrated into the Meridian UAS. The
final antenna design was chosen based on its electrical performance. A wing integrated antenna
array was then structurally sized with the help of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to estimate the
weight added to the aircraft due to the new radar system.

Antenna Performance
4.1.1. Dipole Antenna without Ground Plane
The electrical performance of the modified dipole antenna without ground plane is described
in Section 3.1.1. The antenna return loss and peak realized gain properties are plotted against
frequency in Figure 15 and Figure 24, respectively. The electrical performance of this antenna is
described in Table 3. This design has comparably lower gain, but it has steady gain in the frequency
range of our interest.
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Figure 24: Peak realized gain plot for modified dipole antenna
The coordinate system for the simulations is shown in Figure 25, where  is the azimuth angle
(the angle from the x-axis) and  is the elevation angle (angle from the z-axis). The radiation
patterns for modified dipole design at = 0º and 90º are shown in Figure 26, where it can be seen
that modified dipole antenna radiates energy in a doughnut shaped pattern. For ice sounding
applications, energy radiated in zenith direction is wasted. The modified dipole has a beamwidth
of about 70º in the = 0º plane. The next subsection presents the design that mitigates this problem
(i.e. wide beamwidth). In the = 90º plane, an oblong radiation pattern at nadir can be noticed, due
to this unusual pattern radiating power at nadir is reduced by 10 % in the = 90º plane.
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Figure 25: Coordinate system angle definition

Figure 26: Radiation Pattern of a modified dipole antenna at = 0º (left) and 90º (right).

4.1.2. Dipole Antenna with Ground Plane
Since the modified dipole antenna with ground plane (GP) is expected to have higher gain
compared to the modified dipole alone, it was also examined as part of the detailed study. The
upper or lower skin of the wing can potentially be used as a ground plane, which could save the
weight and cost required to design and integrate a separate ground plane; therefore, two GP
configurations were considered for the dipole—one with the upper skin as the ground plane and
one with the lower skin of the wing as a ground plane (both assume quarter wavelength offset from
the antenna at an assumed resonant frequency of 200 MHz). Though Meridian wing is made of
carbon fiber composite material, PEC properties were applied to skins due to conductive properties
that are similar enough to make this assumption for early studies. The performances of the
configurations are compared in Table 5. The antenna return loss and peak realized gain for these
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two configurations are compared in Figure 27 and Figure 28. The realized gain is relatively
constant across the desired frequency range of 180-210 MHz, also the antenna gain and bandwidth
is slightly higher when the flat lower skin is utilized as the ground plane.
Table 5: Dipole antenna performance at quarter wavelength offset
Antenna Type

Dipole antenna with
upper skin as GP
Dipole antenna with
lower skin as GP

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
175

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

Peak Realized
Gain, dB

90

156-246

6.72

175

98

152-250

6.76
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Figure 27: Return loss comparison for the antenna with upper and lower skin as a ground
plane at a quarter wavelength offset
The antenna with lower skin as the ground plane gives almost constant peak gain of about 6.5
dB over the frequency range of interest. It also produces a uniform radiation pattern in the nadir
direction. If the upper skin was used as a ground plane, there would be possible adverse flow
interactions between the required support structure and the control surfaces due to the reduced
vertical separation. This would also require the use of dielectric material for the lower skin and
control surfaces, which greatly increases manufacturing complexity, and the thermal coefficient
of expansion mismatch over the entire span of the wing will increase stress. With these
considerations it was determined that the carbon fiber composite lower skin as a ground plane was
preferred.
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The radiation pattern for both designs at = 0º and 90º are shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30,
where it can be seen that the antenna with the upper skin as a ground plane has a tilted radiation
pattern by about 5°. Both of these designs have a wide beamwidth of about 60º.
8
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Figure 28: Gain comparison for the antenna with upper and lower skin as a ground plane
at a quarter wavelength offset

Figure 29: Radiation Pattern of an antenna with upper skin as a ground plane at = 0º
(left) and 90º (right).
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Figure 30: Radiation Pattern of an antenna with lower skin as a ground plane at  = 0º
(left) and 90º right.
4.1.3. Quarter-wave Patch Antenna
After the preliminary analysis, a patch size of 13.2 in X 13.2 in (335 mm X 335 mm) was
selected from Section 3.3 as a candidate design for this antenna type due to its lower return loss
and higher gain. In the detailed analysis, a parametric analysis was performed to optimize the
design with regards to the return loss and gain performance. During this analysis, the location of
the feed (Cx and Cy) were varied simultaneously with small steps of Cx and Cy along the xand y-axis, respectively, along with offset between the patch and ground plane (i.e. shorting wall
height). The parameters are shown in Figure 21 and Figure 31, along with offset between the patch
and ground plane (i.e. shorting wall height). The step size of 5 MHz was used during frequency
sweep. Cx was then kept constant at 8.46 in (215 mm) and Cy was varied from 11 in to 13.4 in
(280-340 mm). At the same time, the shorting wall height (h) was varied from 1.97 in to 2.56 in
(50-65 mm). The diameter of feed probe was kept 0.08 in. The optimal design determined from
the parametric analysis has a resonant frequency of 190 MHz, bandwidth of 9 dB, and a gain of
4.25 dB as shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33, respectively. This design has radiating patch size of
13.2 in X 13.2 in, height ‘h’ (between radiating quarter-wave patch and ground plane) is 2 in, and
feed probe was located at (8.6 in, 14 in) in X and Y direction respectively.

Figure 31: Parametric analysis with different feed locations
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Figure 32: Return loss plot for the quarter-wave patch antenna with ground plane
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Figure 33: Gain plot for the quarter-wave patch antenna
The radiation pattern for the quarter-wave antenna is shown in Figure 34 for angles  = 0º and
90º. This antenna satisfies the dimensional constraints of the Meridian wing and resonates at a
frequency of 190 MHz. Unlike the dipole with ground plane design, this antenna could be
integrated inside the wing bay with ground plane, and this design has about 2 dB higher gain
compared to dipole without ground plane design. The following sub-section describes the array
performance of the three designs.
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Figure 34: Radiation Pattern of an antenna at = 0 (left) and 90 deg. (right).

Array Performance
The three antenna designs were modeled in linear arrays to assess the as-installed performance.
To sufficiently suppress surface clutter and image the bedrock topography deep below the ice
sheet, large cross-track antenna arrays with high gains in the nadir direction are required. For this
study, number of elements in the array was limited by the dimensional constraints imposed by the
wing. If the antenna is to integrate below the wings (as in the case of the dipole with ground plane),
the antenna array should be no longer than 140 inches per wing. The dipole antenna array with
ground plane was assumed to be installed below the wing with the help of a custom fairing while
the lower skin of the Meridian acts as a ground plane. The antenna design with the upper skin as a
ground plane was not assessed due to its reduction in bandwidth and asymmetric radiation pattern
towards nadir. The quarter-wave patch antenna array and the dipole without ground plane designs
were assumed to be installed inside Meridian wing bays. An array of seven quarter-wave patch
antennas could be installed into seven out of the eight wing boxes of each wing. The root wing
box was excluded, as it is not located outside the fuselage mold line. In the array performance
study, cross coupling between antennas was taken into account by the simulations. Based on the
array performance and practicality of these designs, the final antenna design to be integrated into
the Meridian UAS could be selected. Again these simulations did not include the conductive
components, such as cables and metallic parts of the wing, and it is left for detailed study in future.
The simulation set-ups for each case was the same as observed for the individual elements except
the radiation box was extended to accommodate the array and maintain at least quarter wavelength
offset between an array and box.
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4.2.1. Dipole Antenna Array of the Four Antennas
4.2.1.1. Dipole Antenna Array without Ground Plane
The dipole antennas are placed in a uniform linear array configuration to improve cross-track
beam performance as shown in Figure 35. The element center-to-center spacing of 32.4 in is
maintained, which is slightly higher than half the wavelength at 200 MHz (= 29.5 in), to avoid
grating lobes and to minimize the cross coupling between antennas. This spacing results in a gap
of 2 in between adjacent antennas. Table 6 summarizes the results of the dipole array performance.

Figure 35: 3-D View of four dipole element array without ground plane from HFSS design

Table 6: Four-element dipole antenna array performance
Antenna Type

Four-element Dipole
antenna array

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
205

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

88

166-254

Peak Realized
Gain at 205
MHz, dB
6.5

Figure 36 and Figure 37 shows the return loss of each element (S11 indicates return loss of
Element 1, S22 is the return loss of Element 2, etc) and the array gain, respectively. The peak gain
of the array (7.05 dB) occurs at 240 MHz. Also it can be noticed that the peak gain varies by
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about1.5 dB over the antenna bandwidth which will be taken into account in the design of the radar
waveform.
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Figure 36: Return loss of each dipole antenna versus frequency
Comparing the radiation pattern of a single dipole element which resembles standard dipole
radiation pattern, with a four-element dipole array without ground plane in Figure 38 (left), it can
be noticed that the array has two primary lobes with much narrower beam widths in the cross-track
direction. The main beam lobes of the array are symmetric and they are in the zenith and nadir
direction as there is no ground plane. This design has a sidelobe level of ~12dB. The 3-dB
beamwidth is about 25° for the four-element dipole array design, as shown in Figure 38 (left). This
array design could be embedded into a Meridian wing as a transmitter, with another array on the
other wing as a receiver.
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Figure 37: Peak gain of the dipole antenna array
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Figure 38: Radiation Pattern of a four-element dipole array at  = 0º (left) and 90º (right).
4.2.1.2. Dipole Antenna Array with Ground Plane
Similar to the previous study, in this sub-section the dipole antennas were placed in a uniform
linear array configuration to improve cross-track beam performance as shown in Figure 39;
however, in this simulation a ground plane representing the wing was included. The ground plane
used was 150 in long and 32 in wide, and was maintained 14.8 in (quarter wavelength) above the
array. Table 7 summarizes the results of the dipole array performance. Figure 40 and Figure 41
show the return loss of each element and the array gain, assuming the lower wing skin acts as
ground plane for this four element array. The peak gain of an array (10.74 dB) occurs at 220 MHz.
The peak gain variation in the bandwidth is small (varies by 0.75 dB). This array delivers about 4
dB higher gain than the array without ground plane, and more than twice the power is now radiated
in the nadir direction. Also this array resonates at 180 MHz, 25 MHz lower than the array without
ground plane. It can also be noticed that the ground plane reduces the bandwidth of an array by 5
MHz, which is not significant for this design.

Figure 39: 3-D View of four-element dipole array with lower wing skin from HFSS design
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Table 7: Four-element dipole antenna array performance at quarter wavelength offset
Antenna Type

Dipole antenna array
with lower skin as GP

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
180

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

83

155-238

Nadir Realized
Gain at 180
MHz, dB
10.34

Return Loss (S11), dB

0

-5

-10

S11
S22

-15

S33
S44

-20

-25
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

240

260

280

300

Frequency, MHz

Figure 40: Return loss of each dipole antenna versus frequency with lower skin as a ground
plane at quarter wavelength offset
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Figure 41: Peak gain of the dipole antenna array with lower skin as a ground plane at
quarter wavelength offset
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Comparing the radiation pattern of a dipole array without ground plane in Figure 38 (left) with
the four-element array with ground plane in Figure 42 (left), it can be noticed that main beam lobe
is only in the nadir direction and is sharper (i.e. narrower). A sidelobe level of ~12dB is achieved.
The 3-dB beam width is about 22° for the four-element dipole array design, and the back lobe is
~16 dB below the forward lobe power. This array design could be installed below the Meridian
wings with the help of custom fairing and pylon structures. This design is later studied in detail,
where the implications of weight and drag are further examined.

Figure 42: Radiation Pattern of a four-element dipole array with lower skin as a ground
plane at  = 0º (left) and 90º (right).

4.2.2. Dipole Antenna Array of the Eight Antennas
4.2.2.1. Dipole Antenna Array without Ground Plane
This section shows the performance of an eight-element dipole array spanning both the
starboard and port wings. A gap (72 in) was maintained between the middle elements of the array
to account for the presence of fuselage and landing gear (and skis) structure, as shown in Figure
43. In this preliminary study, these structures were not included into this array simulation, but it is
noted that these elements will interact with the array and need to be accounted for in future detailed
studies. The element center-to-center spacing of 32.4 in is maintained, except between the middle
elements (element 1 and 5) where it is 72 in. Table 8 summarizes the array performance results
with the array offset a quarter wavelength from the lower wing skin. In Figure 44 and Figure 45,
the return loss plot of each antenna element and the array gain is shown for the eight-element array,
respectively. The return loss plots of the elements seem identical. The elements of the array
resonate from 200–210 MHz, and the array has a bandwidth of 87 MHz and average peak gain of
about 9 dB over this bandwidth. This array shows that all eight antenna elements could be used as
transmitter and receivers, while also increasing the gain by 3 dB over that achieved by the fourelement array (without ground plane). Hence if the number of antennas increased from four to
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eight, the power could be doubled and better array performance could be achieved. Each array
could be integrated into lower skins of the Meridian wing by two possible ways. It could be
embedded into the lower wing skin (i.e. load bearing antenna), or it could be integrated onto the
lower skin by modifying the wing ribs, such that they hop over the antenna elements. The latter
approach would change the load path for the lower wing skin, however these details (and
corresponding structural analysis) of array integration are left for future study.

Figure 43: 3-D View of an eight-element array from HFSS design

Table 8: Eight-element Dipole antenna array performance
Antenna Type

Dipole antenna array
without GP

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
200-210

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

87

167-254
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Peak Realized
Gain at 205
MHz, dB
9.5

0
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Figure 44: Return loss of each dipole antenna versus frequency
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Figure 45: Gain of an eight-element dipole antenna array
The radiation pattern for this array is shown in Figure 46 at  angle of 0º and 90º. The 3-dB
cross-track beam width is about 10° for this eight-element dipole array design, as can be seen in
Figure 46 (left). This array has a sidelobe level of about ~7 dB and has no significant grating lobes.
This antenna array directs half of its energy into the zenith direction and the other half into the
nadir direction. This array has negligible beam rotation in either direction, as can be seen in Figure
46 (right). With this array design, all antenna elements could be used to transmit and receive the
radio signals to collect more data.
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Figure 46: Radiation Pattern of an eight-element dipole antenna array at  = 0º (left) and
90º (right).

4.2.2.2. Dipole Antenna Array with Ground Plane
Similar to the previous section, an eight-element dipole array spanning both the starboard and
port wings was simulated along with a ground plane (lower wing skin) located at quarter
wavelength offset, as shown in Figure 47. Table 9 summarizes the array performance results with
an array offset of a quarter wavelength from the lower wing skin. In Figure 48 and Figure 49, the
return loss plot of each antenna element and array gain are shown for an eight-element array with
ground plane. The array elements resonate between 175–180 MHz, and the array provides a
bandwidth of 87 MHz. The average peak gain is about 13.5 dB over this bandwidth. This array
shows that all eight antenna elements could be used as transmitter and receiver, while also
increasing the gain by 3 dB over the four element dipole array. This array also delivers almost 4
dB higher gain than the eight-element dipole array without ground plane. Hence this array design
radiates twice the power than that of the four-element dipole array with ground plane and the eightelement dipole array without ground plane. It can also be noticed that the array bandwidth of the
eight-element dipole array remains constant with or without ground plane, but the frequency range
of the array with ground plane is lowered by 12 MHz versus the array without ground plane. Also
the resonant frequency of this array is reduced by more than 20 MHz as compared to the eightelement dipole array without ground plane.
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Figure 47: 3-D View of an eight-element array with lower wing skins from HFSS design

Table 9: Eight-element antenna array performance at quarter wavelength offset
Antenna Type

Dipole antenna array
with lower skin as GP

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
175-180

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

87

155-242

Nadir Realized
Gain at 180
MHz, dB
13.3

0

Return Loss (S11), dB

-5

-10

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S66
S77
S88

-15

-20

-25
100

120

140

160

180

200

220

Frequency, MHz
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260

280

300

Figure 48: Return loss of each dipole antenna versus frequency with lower skin as a ground
plane at quarter wavelength offset
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Figure 49: Gain of an eight-element dipole antenna array with lower skin as a ground
plane at quarter wavelength offset

The radiation pattern for this array is shown in Figure 50 at 0º and 90º. The 3-dB beam
width is narrower than the single dipole and four element dipole designs, and it is about 10° for
this eight-element dipole array design, as can be seen in Figure 50 (left). This antenna array directs
most of its energy into a narrow beam (at  = 0º plane) in nadir direction with higher gain, and it
also radiates a small amount of power (-16.2 dB) in the zenith direction (i.e. smaller back lobe and
side lobes in zenith direction as compared to the eight-element dipole array without ground plane).
This array has a sidelobe level of about ~7 dB, while this sidelobe level is not ideal for polar remote
sensing, it can be managed by advanced beamforming techniques. This array has negligible beam
rotation, as can be seen in Figure 50 (right). This array design could be used when all antenna
elements need to transmit and/or receive the radio signals. This array delivers better electrical
performance, such as resonant frequency, bandwidth, radiation pattern and gain, than all the arrays
that have been discussed so far. This array could be installed below the wing with the help of a
custom fairing and pylon structure, however this will have major weight and drag implications
which will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
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Figure 50: Radiation Pattern of an eight-element dipole antenna array with lower skin as a
ground plane at  = 0º (left) and 90º (right).
4.2.3. Quarter-wave Patch Antenna Array of Seven Antennas
In this section, the array performance of a linear seven-element array of quarter-wave patch
antenna was studied. The array is shown in Figure 51, the element spacing of ~21 in was
maintained, the ground plane (green) of 146 in long and 32 in was modeled, and similar (as single
quarter-wave patch antenna) simulation set-up was created. Table 10 shows the electrical
performance of the quarter-wave patch antenna array. In Figure 52 and Figure 53, the return loss
of each quarter-wave patch antenna and the array gain are shown, respectively. All seven elements
resonate at a frequency of 190 MHz. It can be noticed that return loss properties of the Elements
3, 4 and 5 are deteriorated due to cross-coupling between adjacent antennas, the bandwidth of the
array was reduced to 6 MHz as compared to the 9 MHz bandwidth of single quarter-wave patch
antenna. The peak realized gain of 11.5 dB was achieved at resonant frequency of 190 MHz.

Figure 51: 3-D Array View of seven quarter-wave antenna array from HFSS design
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Table 10: Quarter-wave patch antenna array (seven) performance
Antenna Type

QW antenna array of
seven antennas

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
190

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

6

187-193

Peak Realized
Gain at 190
MHz, dB
11.5

0

Return Loss (S11), dB

-5
-10
S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S66
S77

-15
-20
-25
-30

170

175

180

185

190

Frequency, MHz

195

200

205

210

Figure 52: Return loss of each Quarter-wave antenna versus frequency
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Figure 53: Gain plot of a seven quarter-wave patch antenna array
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The seven-element array has about 1 dB higher gain compared to the four-element dipole array
(with GP), however it has small bandwidth of 6 MHz as compared to 83 MHz bandwidth of fourelement dipole array (with GP). The radiation pattern for this configuration is shown in Figure 54
at  = 0º and 90º. The 3-dB beamwidth ( = 0º plane) of this array is about 20°, and the array has
directed most of its energy in the z-direction, as shown in Figure 54 (left). This array has a sidelobe
level of ~14dB, and it has back lobe level of ~12 dB . This array has beam rotation of about 15°
( = 90º plane), as can be seen in Figure 54 (right), which is likely shorting wall effect.

Figure 54: Radiation Pattern of a seven quarter-wave patch antenna array at  = 0º (left)
and 90º (right).

4.2.4. Quarter-wave Patch Antenna Array of 14 Antennas
In this section, the array performance of 14 quarter-wave patch antennas is studied, which were
placed in uniform linear array spanning both wings as shown in Figure 55, similar to seven element
QW array a simulation set-up was created. The gap of about 80” is maintained between two wing
arrays (i.e. starboard side and port side) due to fuselage structure, landing gear and skis. The
simulation set-up does not include cables or any conductive aircraft components. Table 11
summarizes the quarter-wave patch antenna array performance. Figure 56 and Figure 57 show the
simulated return loss for each antenna element) and peak realized gain of an array, respectively.
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Figure 55: 3-D Array View of 14 quarter-wave antenna array from HFSS design
Table 11: Quarter-wave patch antenna array (14) performance
Antenna Type

QW antenna array of
14 antennas

Resonant
Frequency,
MHz
190

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range, MHz

6

186.5-192.5

Peak Realized
Gain at 190
MHz, dB
13.4

0

Return Loss (S11), dB

-5

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S66
S77
S88
S99
S1010
S1111
S1212
S1313
S1414

-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35
170

175

180

185

190

195

200

205

Frequency, MHz
Figure 56: Return loss plot for the quarter-wave patch 14-element array
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Figure 57: Gain plot for a 14 quarter-wave patch antenna array
All 14 elements resonate at a frequency of 190 MHz with narrower bandwidth of 6 MHz. The
array delivers a peak gain of 13.4 dB at 190 MHz. This array delivers almost equal gain that could
be achieved by an eight-element dipole array with ground plane, but the bandwidth of this array is
small as compared to the 87 MHz bandwidth of the eight-element dipole array. The radiation
pattern for this configuration is shown in Figure 58 for =0º and 90º. The array beam has rotated
about 5° (Figure 58, right). Also large back lobe level and sidelobe of ~6dB can be seen in Figure
58 (left). This array has 3-dB beamwidth of about ~6° (narrowest) and could be used as a single
continuous array for both transmit and receive.

Figure 58: Radiation Pattern of a 14 quarter-wave patch antenna array (14) at  = 0º (left)
and 90º (right).
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4.2.5. Summary of Antenna Detailed Design and Array Results
Table 12 summarizes the array performance of the dipole and quarter-wave patch antenna.
Table 12: Array performance comparison
Antenna Type

Resonant
Frequency
, MHz

Bandwidth,
MHz

Frequency
Range,
MHz

3-dB
beamwidth

166-254

Peak
Realized
Gain at 190
MHz, dB
6.5

Four-element Dipole
array
Four-element Dipole
array with GP
Eight-element Dipole
array
Eight-element Dipole
array with GP
Seven-element QW
antenna array
Fourteen-element
QW antenna array

205

88

200-210

87

167-254

9.5

22°

180

83

155-238

10.34

10°

175-180

87

155-242

13.3

10°

190

6

187-193

11.5

20°

190

6

186.5-192.5

13.4

6°

25°

The dipole antenna array with ground plane has the best electrical performance to include a
wide bandwidth, better radiation pattern, and higher gain for fewer number of antenna elements.
However, it needs a custom external structure to house the arrays. Obviously the addition of an
external structure increases the weight and aerodynamic drag thus reducing the range of the
Meridian. It is noted that the quarter-wave patch array had equal gain as the dipole antenna array,
but it requires almost twice the number of antenna elements. Also this array has significantly
narrower bandwidth, tilted radiation pattern, and large back and side lobes. An advantage of the
quarter-wave patch antenna array is that it could be installed into the wing bay, which eliminates
the significant drag penalty; however, it was found that the quarter-wave patch antenna is
incredibly sensitive to feed height (i.e. shorting wall height). A change of 0.1 inch (3 mm) in feed
height could shift the resonant frequency by 5 MHz. When considering the effects of vibrations
caused by airplane maneuvers and air turbulence, this antenna requires a more robust design. Also
the quarter-wave patch antenna design is more complex and would be more complex to integrate
and maintain inside the wing bay as compared to the dipole antenna array with ground plane.
Therefore, the current QW patch antenna is not recommended.
From the detailed trade study of antenna performance, one of the dipole design could be chosen
depending on the antenna and aircraft performance requirements of a mission. Of course, the dipole
with ground plane has the obvious negative impacts on the vehicle performance, but the design
represents the optimal antenna gain and it is recommended in exceptional cases where higher gain
and deeper ice penetration (~5 km) is the paramount goal. On the other hand, the dipole without
ground plane design offers both vehicle and sensor advantages compared to existing performance.
Because of the advantages of both designs, in the next section, two solutions for a modified wing
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that could accommodate the arrays are presented along with their trade-off with aircraft
performance (specifically range). While it is recognized that aircraft handling qualities, and takeoff and landing distances will also be affected, examination of these effects will be left for future
studies. The first design is a fiber glass version of the Meridian wing, and could house the dipole
without ground plane (or even the quarter-wave patch) design. The second design includes an
external custom fairing to house the antenna array as well as modifications to the original Meridian
wing design.
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Structural Design and Sizing
In this section, two wing designs that could be used to integrate the antenna arrays into the
Meridian wing were structurally sized with the help of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software,
MSC PATRAN/NASTRAN (version 2013). This study was performed to estimate the added
weight to aircraft. Figure 59 shows the major components of the existing Meridian wing, which
include the upper and lower wing skins, front and rear spars, spar inserts, leading edge and leading
edge inserts, wing ribs and wing root attachments. The spar inserts and wing root attachments were
used to ease the stress concentration at the wing root. The two proposed wing designs include one
for the dipole antenna array without ground plane that could be embedded into the lower wing skin
and the other one for the dipole antenna array with ground plane which could be integrated below
the Meridian wing at a quarter-wavelength offset. While the former wing design is considering the
embedded dipole array, it could also accommodate a quarter wave patch array—assuming a more
robust antenna design could be determined that can withstand the aircraft loads and vibrations. The
latter wing design uses a custom fairing and pylon to offset the antenna array at quarter-wavelength
away. For both structural analyses, the original (i.e. existing) FEA Meridian wing model was used.
For the internal antenna wing design, the material of the existing FEA wing model (Carbon Fiber
Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) composite) was modified to Glass Fiber-Reinforced Plastic (GFRP)
composite material properties presented in Section 4.3.3, while the external antenna structure
design maintains the original wing materials. These wing designs are discussed in detail in the subsections below.

Figure 59: Exploded view of the Meridian wing
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4.3.1. Geometry of Wing Designs and Fairing-Pylon Structure
This section includes the geometry and layups of the critical components of the wing designs
and fairing-pylon structure. The geometry presented in this section is a result of sizing, which is
covered in Section 4.3.7.
4.3.1.1. Wing Design I
For Wing Design I, the antenna array is assumed to be integrated within the wing box (see
Figure 12), as shown in Figure 60. It is noted that to integrate the dipole antenna array inside the
wing, the wing ribs may need to be modified such that they hop over the dipole antenna due to
longer length of dipole antenna (31.2”) than the wing rib spacing (20”), however these changes
were not made in the FEM for this preliminary sizing analysis. This will change the load path and
thus will add more weight. The major components of the Meridian wing are made up of Carbon
Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) composite materials, which is semi-conductive and electricallylossy. Therefore, for this design Glass Fiber-Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) composite is considered
as the material for fabrication of the Meridian wing components due to its Radio Frequency (RF)
transparency, relatively low dielectric constant, and aerospace grade structural properties. All the
major components of the wing, such as the upper skin, lower skin, front spar, rear spar, wing ribs
and leading edge, are considered to be fabricated using GFRP.

Figure 60: Wing design I design overview
During the analysis, it was found that the critical elements lie in the inboard most section of
the front wing spar inside the fuselage. Since no antenna is present in that region, eight layers of
carbon fiber cloth were added to the front spar cap section for the first 25” at the wing root to
strengthen the critical area. After modifying the FEM’s material to Glass Fiber-Reinforced Plastic
(GFRP), to alleviate the stress concentration near the root three additional spar inserts at the wing
root section were added, as shown in Figure 61. Also additional layers of fiberglass composite
were also added to the spar cap and spar web section at the root. Although wing root attachments
(added for bearing loads) are present on Meridian, they were missing in Meridian’s FEM, hence
they were also added. These modifications to the original Meridian wing are summarized in Table
13.
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Figure 61: Additional inserts added to inboard section of front spar of Meridian Wing

Table 13: Modifications made in Meridian FEM
Component

Color

Spar inserts

Light Green

Wing root
attachments

Green, Yellow, Light
Pink

Number of
components added
3
4

Location
Front spar at wing root
Front spar and wing skin at
wing root

The front spar cap, as shown in Figure 62, has tapered laminate sections with the red color
section being the thickest at the root (0.42 in) to the white color section being the thinnest at the
tip of the wing (0.07 in). The empty cutouts have different laminate layups, as spar inserts and
wing root attachments are made up of 7075-T651 aluminum alloy. The different colors in Figure
62, identify laminates with different layups and thickness which are summarized in Table 14. In
the table, C and T represents fiberglass cloth and tape material respectively, CC represents the
carbon fiber cloth material, and the subscript S indicates the laminate symmetry. It is noted that
the laminate summarized in Table 14 is an extreme laminate as it contains no +/- 45 plies. Since
the sizing performed is preliminary and is simply to serve as a feasibility study, it is recommended
that the laminate be re-examined should this concept be pursued. In addition, the inboard laminates
in Figure 62 are relatively thick, more significant inserts in either the laminate or structure should
also be considered in a final design.
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Figure 62: Front spar cap laminates (Wing Design I) thickness plot
Table 14: Front Spar cap laminate layups and their thicknesses (Wing Design I)
Laminate
Color
Red
Yellow
Pink
Green
Dark blue
Blue
Light blue
Cyan
White

Laminate Layup

[C,CC,CC,T,T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C, CC,CC,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C]S

Laminate
Thickness,
(inch)
0.42

[C, CC,CC,T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C]S
[C, T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C]S
[C, T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T,C]S
[C, T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T,T,C]S
[C, T,T,T,T,C,T,T,T, C]S
[C, T,T,T,T,C,T, T, C]S

0.35
0.29
0.23
0.17
0.15
0.14

[C, T,T,C,T, T, C]S
[C, T,T, T, C]S

0.11
0.07

The increase in weight due to modifications made in material, layups, and inserts was estimated,
and compared to the existing FEM of Meridian wing. The increase in weight was found to be 4.7
lbs per wing, as shown in Table 15, and the justification for the added weight will be addressed in
the analysis section, Section 4.3.7.
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Table 15: Estimation of the increase in weight per wing (Wing Design I)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Component
Front Spar cap
Front Spar web
Lower Skin panel intersection
Front Spar inserts (3)
Upper skin
Lower skin
Rib
Leading edge
Rear spar

Original
Weight (lbs)
6.9
6.4
0.2
0
9.4
6.1
1.0
4.1
3.7

Total Weight added per wing (lbs)

Modified Weight
(lbs)
10.6
8.3
0.4
0.3
8.4
5.2
1.5
4.0
4.0

Change in
Weight (lbs)
+3.7
+1.9
+0.2
+0.3
-1.2
-0.9
+0.5
-0.1
+0.3
+4.7

4.3.1.2. Wing Design II
In this design, the dipole antennas are assumed to be integrated into a custom fairing structure,
supported by custom pylons which would be fastened to the Meridian wing. Due to the addition
of the antenna fairing, the original carbon fiber Meridian wing was analyzed and sized to reaction
loads imposed by the fairing-pylon structure in addition to the dynamic pressure. These reaction
loads will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.2. To reduce the increased stress concentration at
the root, three additional spar inserts at the wing root section were added same as previous design
and additional layers of carbon fiber composite were also added to the spar cap and spar web
section at the root.
The front spar web, as shown in Figure 63, has tapered laminate sections with the red color
section being the thickest at the root (0.13 in or 3.2 mm) to the white color section being the
thinnest at the tip of the wing (0.04 in or 1.1 mm). The empty cutouts have different laminate
layups due to spar inserts and attachments (made of 7075-T651 aluminum alloy). The different
colors in Figure 63 identify laminates with different layups and thickness, and Table 16
summarizes the laminate layups, where CC represents the carbon fiber cloth material. The laminate
summarized in Table 16 contains +/- 45 plies.
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Figure 63: Front spar web laminates (Wing Design II) thickness plot
Table 16: Front spar web laminate layups and their thicknesses (Wing Design II)
Laminate
Color

Laminate Layup

Red

[CC,CC,CC,CC,CC,CC,CC,CC,CC]

[45,45,0,0,0,0,0,45,45]

[CC,CC,CC,CC,CC,CC,CC]
[CC,CC,CC,CC,CC]
[CC,CC,CC]

[45,45,0,0,0,45,45]
[45,45,0, 45,45]
[45,0, 45]

Pink
Green
White

Orientation

Laminate
Thickness,
(inch)
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.04

The front spar cap, as shown in Figure 64, also has tapered laminate sections with the red color
section being the thickest at the root (0.29 in or 7.3 mm) to the white color section being the
thinnest at the tip of the wing (0.07 in or 1.83 mm). Table 17 shows the laminate layups according
to color assigned to the laminates and their thicknesses, where CC represents the carbon fiber cloth
material and CT represents the carbon fiber unidirectional tape material.
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Figure 64: Front spar cap laminates (Wing Design II) thickness plot
Table 17: Front spar cap laminate layups and their thicknesses (Wing Design II)
Laminate
Color

Laminate Layup

Red

[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,
̅̅̅C ]S
CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CC,CT,CT,C
̅̅̅C ]S
[CC,CT,CT,CT,C

Orange
Pink
Dark green
Light green
Dark blue
Dark blue
Light blue

Laminate
Thicknes,
(inch)
0.29
0.27
0.21
0.18
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11

White
0.07
Table 18 estimates the increased weight of the wing to be 3.7 lbs per wing, due to added
composite layers and spar inserts to the wing.
Table 18: Estimation of the increase in weight per wing (Wing Design II)
No
1
2
3
4

Original
Component
Weight (lbs)
Front Spar cap
6.9
Front Spar web
6.4
Lower Skin panel intersection
0.2
Front Spar inserts (3)
0.0
Total Weight added per wing (lbs)
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Modified
Weight (lbs)
8.6
7.9
0.4
0.3

Increase in
Weight (lbs)
1.7
1.5
0.2
0.3
3.7

4.3.1.3. Fairing-Pylon Structure
The preliminary concept for the custom support structure is shown in Figure 65. The fairing
and pylons were designed with Siemens NX Unigraphics 8.5 [26]. The offset geometry of this
support structure with lower wing skin was examined to make sure that there is no flow separation
over the wing control surfaces.

Figure 65: Fairing and Pylon support assembly with four-element dipole array

The pylon and fairing structure assemblies each have the following major components: skin,
spars, and ribs. The fairing structure has a planform of 127 in X 21 in with a maximum thickness
of 2.5 in. The NACA 0012 airfoil (Figure 65) was chosen for the fairing cross-section due to its
low drag coefficient (cd= 0.04) and zero lift at zero angle of attack. An added advantage is the
availability of the airfoil’s historical data. The NACA 0012 airfoil has a maximum thickness of
12% at 30% of chord and no camber, it also provides sufficient thickness of 2.5 in to accommodate
the antenna connector and cable assembly in this design. Figure 66 shows the fairing spars and
their cross section. The spar cross-section (C-channel) was modified such that it could be bonded
to the fairing skin. Note that due to the airfoil section of the fairing skin, the cross-sections of the
forward spar and aft spar are slightly different. A total of five fairing ribs supporting the fairing
skin are spaced 31.2 in apart from each other, and four dipole antennas are integrated between the
fairing ribs.
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Figure 66: Fairing forward and aft spar (left) with cross-section of forward spar (right)
The fairing structure is attached to the lower wing skin via three pylons. The pylon height is
chosen such that it creates the quarter-wavelength offset between the antenna array and the wing
bottom skin which serves as ground plane. An elliptical cross section is chosen for the pylon for
ease of manufacturing.

Figure 67: Fairing cross-section (left) and tapered pylon spar (right)
To determine the height of fairing spars in a preliminary sizing exercise, the Meridian wing
maximum pressure distribution was used from which average pressure was calculated and
converted into a uniformly distributed load. This load was then applied to a rectangular beam
representing the fairing. This beam was modeled such that its length is identical to the fairing span
(140”) and simply supported at three hardpoints (where the three pylons would be attached). The
maximum moment (~56,000 in-lbs) was found for this model. Using the calculated moment and
assuming the fiberglass stress allowable (presented in Section 4.3.3), the minimum height of the
fairing spar web was determined to be 1.44”, using the following stress relation:
σmin =

Mmax ∗ y
I
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Where, min is the fiberglass stress allowable, Mmax is the maximum moment acting on the
fairing beam, y is the fairing spar height, I is the moment of inertia (rectangular approximation I =
b*y3/12 = 2.6 in4), and b is the distance between front and rear fairing spar (10.5”). From the value
obtained for minimum height of the spar web, initial spar web height was chosen to be 2”.
During the linear static analysis of fairing and pylon structure, spar inserts were added to
alleviate the stress concentration at the spar intersections, as shown in Figure 68. These spar inserts
are made of 7075-T651 Aluminum Alloy. Also, four glass cloth plies were added in the red section
of the fairing spar to minimize the critical stress in the fairing spar. The thicknesses of the fairing
and pylon spars are summarized in Table 19. The ‘C’ represents the fiberglass cloth and ‘A’
represents the 7075-T651 aluminum alloy plate. Again, it is noted that the laminate summarized
in Table 19 is an extreme laminate, as no +/- 45 plies were included in this preliminary sizing.

Figure 68: Fairing and pylon spar inserts thickness plot

Table 19: Fairing and pylon spar laminate layups and laminate thicknesses
Laminate
Color

Component

Laminate Layup

Red

Fairing spar insert

[C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,A]

Laminate
Thickness,
(inch)
0.24

Green

Pylon spar insert

[C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,A]

0.16

Blue

Fairing spar

[C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C]

0.10

Dark Blue

Pylon spar

[C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C]

0.08
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Rohacell 71 IG foam was added to the fairing skin (upper and lower) and pylon skin to mitigate
the buckling stress. The foam was added to the red and yellow part of the pylon and fairing skin
respectively, as shown in Figure 69. The fairing and pylon skin laminate thicknesses are shown in
Table 20, where C and F represents fiberglass cloth material and foam respectively.

Figure 69: Fairing and pylon skin thickness plot
Table 20: Fairing and pylon skin laminate layups and laminate thicknesses
Laminate
Color

Component

Laminate Layup

Red

Pylon skin

[C,C,C,F,C,C,C]

Laminate
Thickness,
(inch)
0.16

Yellow

Fairing skin

[C,C,F,C,C]

0.14

Cyan

Pylon skin

[C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C]

0.09

Dark Blue

Fairing skin

[C,C,C,C,C]

0.05

4.3.2. Overview of Load Cases
MSC PATRAN/NASTRAN (2013) was used to analyze the existing Meridian FEA wing
model and replace the carbon fiber composite material with the fiberglass composite material. A
factor of safety of 1.5 (same as existing carbon fiber wing model) was used. Note that original
Meridian FEM was created in SI units, so all image outputs are in SI units, but they are converted
where necessary. In addition, open hole strength allowables were used so that the design is more
conservative. The analyzed load cases for the glass-wing with embedded array (Wing Design I),
the carbon wing with external support structure (Wing Design II), and the antenna fairing for Wing
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Design II are summarized in Table 21. The existing load case defined in the original FEM [31]
was determined to be the critical load case for all wing components. This load case includes the
maximum dynamic pressure load at dive speed of 290 ft/s and an inertial load (boundary conditions
are in section 4.3.5).

Table 21: Summary of the load cases
Name

Applicable Design

Case 1

Wing Design I

Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

Case 5

Description

Max Dynamic pressure at dive speed (290 ft/s) with thermal
gradient of T = -142° F
Wing Design II
Max Dynamic pressure at dive speed (290 ft/s) and fairing
reaction loads at stall speed (96 ft/s)
Fairing and pylon Max Dynamic pressure at dive speed (290 ft/s), No
assembly
displacement at pylon and wing intersection
Fairing and pylon Dynamic pressure at stall speed (96 ft/s) with max
assembly
displacement from wing dive case at pylon and wing
intersection from Meridian FEA model
Fairing and pylon Dynamic pressure at cruise speed (220 ft/s) with
assembly
corresponding displacement at pylon and wing intersection
from Meridian FEA model

Load Case 1 defined for Wing Design I, used the original FEM’s critical load case along with
the additional thermal loads. The Meridian wing was analyzed for maximum dynamic pressure at
the dive speed. During analysis, front wing spar was found critical in root section, hence eight
carbon fiber cloth layers were added to this critical section. Due to the addition of carbon fiber
cloth, thermal loads (T=142°F) were also applied considering a mixed lay up of fiberglass and
carbon fiber composites and their different coefficients of thermal expansion. During the FEM
analysis, the operational (analysis) temperature was set to be -75° F and assuming wet layup cured
at room temperature the reference (i.e. room) temperature was applied to the material properties.
For Load Case 2, the Meridian wing was also analyzed for maximum dynamic pressure at the
dive speed along with reaction load imposed by the fairing-pylon structure. To be more
conservative, the highest reaction load from the fairing-pylon load cases (Load Case 3, 4 and 5)
was chosen. Load Case 4 was found to have the highest reaction loads. In the fairing model, nodes
shared by the pylon spar and wing bottom skin were fixed, and a total reaction load of 2120 lbs
(9430 N) in the z-direction was applied to the fairing as verified in the .f06 file shown in Figure
70. The external forces were distributed among the six hard points, three on the front spar and
three on the rear spar. Each hard point was given 353.33 lbs (1571.7 N) of reaction load, this total
load per hard point is distributed among the nodes shared by the pylon spar and wing bottom skin,
as shown in Figure 71. With these reaction loads, the Meridian wing was reanalyzed for the
Meridian critical load case and the reaction loads.
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Figure 70: Reaction loads from structure Load Case 4

Figure 71: Structure reaction loads applied at bottom skin

For Load Case 3, the Meridian dive speed (290 ft/s) and its corresponding dynamic pressure
of (0.7 lbf/in2) was used to determine the pressure distribution around the NACA 0012 airfoil with
the help of XFLR5 software [32], an analysis tool for airfoils. To design the fairing section, dive
speed conditions, such as Reynolds number (3.23*106), speed (290 ft/s), and angle of attack of
14°, were applied to the model. The stall angle of attack (14°) was taken from Meridian
specifications. The author found pressure coefficients for the upper and lower surface of a NACA
0012 airfoil with respect to the chord length. The plot of the pressure coefficient (cp) versus the
position along the chord (x/𝑐̅) for all three fairing load cases are compared in Figure 72. The data
was obtained from XFLR5 analysis software. The pressure coefficient (cp) vs position along the
chord (x/𝑐̅) plot for Gregory pressure data [33] was also included at a Reynolds number of 3*106
and an angle of attack of 15°, to compare the pressure distribution and assure that data obtained
from XFLR5 software is comparable to other published results. From Figure 72, it is concluded
that the results from XFLR5 are in good agreement with Gregory. These pressure coefficients were
then applied to the upper and lower skin of the fairing as a pressure load by multiplying them by
the associated dynamic pressure. Translational constraints were given to the nodes shared by the
pylon spars and wing bottom skin and the details of the boundary conditions are discussed in
Section 4.3.5.
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Figure 72: Pressure coefficient data point comparison

For Load Case 4, the pressure distribution on the fairing was determined for a Meridian stall
speed of 96 ft/s and Reynolds number of 1.07*106 using the same method described for Load Case
3. Nodal displacements generated from the original Meridian FEA model for the dive load case
were applied to the nodes shared by the pylon spar and wing bottom skin. It was noted that these
deflections drive the critical load case for the fairing and pylon structure.
For Load Case 5, the fairing pressure distribution was found for a cruise speed of 220 ft/s,
using XFLR5 software [32]. The Meridian critical load case (existing) was analyzed for cruise
speed to get the relative displacement of the wing spar hard point locations, and these
displacements constraints were then given to the nodes shared by the pylon spar and wing bottom
skin in structure FEM.

4.3.3. Material Properties
The material assigned to the Meridian wing components, for both wing designs are
summarized in the Table 22. In Wing Design I, the antenna array is embedded into the lower wing
skin, and the material of the wing components are modified from carbon fiber. In Wing Design II,
the antenna array is supported below the wing with the help of the fairing-pylon structure, and the
material of wing components are left unchanged. The materials of the spar inserts, leading edge
inserts and wing root attachments are also left unchanged (aluminum alloy). All the components
of the fairing-pylon structure are made of fiberglass material.
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Table 22: Summary of material assigned
Wing component

Type of material
Wing Design I
Wing Design II

Wing skins

Fiberglass

Carbon Fiber

Wing spars

Fiberglass

Carbon Fiber

Wing ribs

Fiberglass, Rohacell 71 IG

Carbon Fiber, Rohacell 71 IG

Spar and leading edge inserts

7075-T651 plate 0.25-0.499

7075-T651 plate 0.25-0.499

Wing root attachments

2024-T3 sheet 0.01-0.128

2024-T3 sheet 0.01-0.128

The properties of the aluminum alloys [27] used are tabulated in Table 23 and Table 24. The
Rohacell foam [28] properties are given in Table 25. The properties of the GFRP [29] are tabulated
in Table 26. The properties of the CFRP cloth and tape [29] [30] are taken from original Meridian
FEA model and they are tabulated in Table 27.
Table 23: 2024-T3 sheet 0.01-0.128 [27]
Property
E


Value
10600
2.34*10-5

Unit
ksi
in/in/°F



Ftu
Fsu

0.1
0.33
64
39

lbf /in3
~
ksi
ksi

Table 24:7075-T651 plate 0.25-0.499 [27]
Property
E



Ftu
Fsu

Value
10,450
2.34*10-5
0.101
0.33
77
43
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Unit
ksi
in/in/°F
lbf /in3
~
ksi
ksi

Table 25: Rohacell 71 IG Properties [28]
Property
E
G

Value
13.34
4.205
0.0027
406
217
188


Ftu
Fcu
Fsu

Unit
ksi
ksi
lbf /in3
psi
psi
psi

Table 26: Fiberglass (GFRP) material properties [29]
Property

Fiberglass
Tape
75F, RTD

Unit

Fiberglass
Cloth
75F, RTD

Fiberglass
Tape
75F, RTD

Unit

E1T

Fibergla
ss Cloth
75F,
RTD
4,220

13,150

ksi

29.1

90.7

GPa

E1C

4,220

11,900

ksi

29.1

82

GPa

E2T

4,070

1,300

ksi

28.1

8.96

GPa

E2C

4,020

1,410

ksi

27.7

9.72

GPa

G12

550

680

ksi

3.8

4.69

GPa

12

0.14

0.423

~

0.14

0.423

~

tnom

0.0101

0.0072

in

0.257

0.183

mm



9*10-6

9*10-6

in/in/°F

9*10-6

9*10-6

m/m/°F



9*10-6

9*10-6

in/in/°F

9*10-6

9*10-6

m/m/°F



0.065

0.057

lbf / in3

1,799

1,580.4

kg / m3

F1T

32.1

155.4

ksi

221

1,072

MPa

F1C

37

105.8

ksi

255

730

MPa

F2T

30.8

7.6

ksi

212

52

MPa

F2C

31.6

34.1

ksi

218

235

MPa

F12

9.2

100.9

ksi

63

696

MPa
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Table 27: Carbon Fiber (CFRP) material properties [29] [30]
Property

E11
E22
G12
12
tnom



F1T
F1C
F2T
F2C
F12

Carbon
Fiber
Cloth
75F, RTD
10,000
10,000
800
0.058
0.014
1.836*10-5
1.836*10-5
0.0571
112
82
112
82
13

Carbon
Fiber Tape
75F, RTD

Unit

18,700
1,900
850
0.3
0.005
7.2*10-7
3.6*10-5
0.0571
274
279.6
9.5
38.9
19.55

ksi
ksi
ksi
~
in
in/in/°F
in/in/°F
lbf / in3
ksi
ksi
ksi
ksi
ksi

Carbon
Fiber
Cloth
75F, RTD
68.95
68.95
5.52
0.058
0.3556
1.836*10-5
1.836*10-5
1,580.4
772
565
772
565
92

Carbon
Fiber Tape
75F, RTD

Unit

128.93
13.1
5.86
0.3
0.127
7.2*10-7
3.6*10-5
1,580.4
1,889
1,928
66
268
135

GPa
GPa
GPa
~
mm
m/m/°F
m/m/°F
kg / m3
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa

4.3.4. Finite Elements Used
The existing Meridian’s FEM was modified and analyzed. The elements representing the spar
inserts were modified from 1D beam (bar) elements to 2D shell elements, for better and more
accurate stress predictions. The finite elements used for the wing components and fairing-pylon
structure are given below.
Wing Design I and II
For Wing Design I and II, the same existing wing FEM with different material properties and
loads were analyzed. The finite elements assigned for each wing component are as follows:






Wing skins were modeled with 2D shell elements to withstand axial, shear and
bending loads.
Wing spars were modeled with 2D shell elements, so spar caps and spar webs can
withstand axial, shear and bending loads.
Wing ribs were modeled with 2D shell elements, so rib caps and rib webs can
withstand axial, shear and bending loads.
Wing leading edge was modeled with 2D shell elements to withstand axial, shear and
bending loads.
Wing leading edge inserts and spar inserts were also modeled with 2D shell elements
to withstand axial, shear and bending loads.

Figure 73 shows FEM of the Meridian wing, the FEM mesh density of the Meridian wing with
universal node spacing is about 0.5 in.
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Figure 73: Fiberglass FEM for the Meridian wing with half cut section

Fairing-Pylon Structure
The finite elements assigned for each of the fairing-pylon structure components are as follows:





Fairing and pylon skins were modeled with 2D shell elements to withstand axial, shear
and bending loads.
Fairing and pylon spars were modeled with 2D shell elements, so spar caps and spar
webs can withstand axial, shear and bending loads.
Fairing and pylon ribs were modeled with 2D shell elements, so rib caps and rib webs
can withstand axial, shear and bending loads.
Fairing and pylon spar inserts were also modeled with 2D shell elements to withstand
axial, shear and bending loads.

For all the FEM’s, the 2D shell elements were meshed as quad elements, while paying attention
to skewing and warping of the elements. A few triangular elements were necessary where it was
difficult to mesh with quad elements. No triangular elements were used critical stress regions.

4.3.5. Boundary Conditions
Wing Design I and II
The displacement constraints of the existing Meridian FEM were not modified. The existing
Meridian FEM has three displacement constraints. The Meridian’s fuselage was constrained along
its centerline, as shown in Figure 74, and spanwise (X) translations were constrained.
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Figure 74: Meridian’s fuselage (centerline) constraint
The Meridian’s firewall was constrained at the intersecting corners of firewall and wing spars,
as shown in Figure 75 (left), and spanwise (X) and chordwise (Y) translations were constrained.
This resulted in high local stress but provides more realistic boundary condition for the wing. The
Meridian’s landing gear was given translational and rotational constraints at the fuselage and
landing gear intersection, as shown in Figure 75 (right). The spanwise (X) translations were
constrained and spanwise (X), chordwise (Y) and heightwise (Z) rotations were also constrained.

Figure 75: Meridian’s firewall constraint (left) and landing gear constraint (right)
Fairing-pylon structure
This fairing-pylon structure was modeled separately, and the boundary conditions
(displacement constraints) were extracted from original wing FEM. The displacement constraints
were applied to the wing-pylon intersection, as shown in Figure 76. Spanwise (X), chordwise (Y)
and heightwise (Z) translations of these nodes were constrained. Different heightwise (Z)
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translational constraints were given for Load Cases 3, 4 and 5 (see Table 28), and they were
described in their respective sections.

Figure 76: Translational constraints of fairing-pylon structure

Table 28: Summary of the fairing translational constraints
Load case

Pylon spar 1, in

Pylon spar 2, in

Pylon spar 3, in

Load Case 3

(0, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 0)

Load Case 4

(0, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 1.29)

(0, 0, 2.75)

Load Case 5

(0, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 0.63)

(0, 0, 1.32)

Figure 77: Enlarged view of translational constraints of fairing-pylon structure
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4.3.6. Degrees of Freedom
The existing Meridian FEM used for Wing Design I and II, have about 61502 shell elements
and about 6769 beam elements [30]. The total degrees of freedom estimated by PATRAN are
about 440500. The fairing-pylon’s FEM have about 76200 shell elements, and the total degrees of
freedom estimated by PATRAN are 335572.

4.3.7. Structure Sizing and FEM Analysis
The maximum stress criterion was used to determine the critical components of the Meridian
wing and fairing-pylon substructure.
4.3.7.1. Wing Design I
In this section, only the most critical component is documented and all other components are
provided in Appendix A- Wing Design I. The Wing Design I was found to be the most critical in
longitudinal compression in the front spar cap (layer - 47, material - fiberglass, orientation - 0°),
where a margin of safety of +0.04 was achieved with factor of safety of 1.5. The critical element
is identified in Figure 78 with an enlarged section shown in Figure 79. The .f06 file results are
shown in Figure 80. The same element was critical for carbon fiber cloth at layer 46, where a M.S.
of +0.43 was achieved at ultimate load. Also for spar inserts an M.S. of +0.09 was achieved at
ultimate load. The buckling analysis of this wing design was left for future study.

Figure 78: Critical red section of the front spar cap
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Figure 79: Enlarged critical section of front spar cap

Figure 80: Element and ply ID of critical element from .f06 file
The minor principal stress in the fiberglass lamina 47 is higher than normal stress in the
longitudinal fiber direction, hence to be more conservative the former stress was used in the M.S.
calculations. The corresponding margin of safety (M.S.) for compressive stress of the front spar is
as follow: the allowable compressive stress used to calculate the M.S. is 37 ksi (255 MPa) (see
Table 26) and actual tensile stress is found to be 23.63 ksi (162.92 MPa).
𝑀𝑆 =

𝜎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−37 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = +0.04
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ (−23.63 𝑘𝑠𝑖)

Table 29 shows the M.S. and critical mode found for each major component of the
Meridian wing made up of fiberglass composite material. It can be noticed that the wing is most
critical in longitudinal compression in the front spar.
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Table 29: Critical modes and Margin of safety of Meridian wing components
Meridian Component

Margin of Safety

Critical Mode

Upper Skin
Lower Skin
Front Spar
Rear Spar
Ribs
Leading Edge

+0.36
+0.08
+0.04
+0.12
+1.87
+0.15

Longitudinal Compression
Longitudinal Tension
Longitudinal Compression
Longitudinal Tension
Transverse Compression
Shear

4.3.7.2. Wing Design II
Once again only the most critical component of the wing is documented in this section. The
rest of the components are documented in Appendix B- Wing Design II. The Wing Design II was
found to be most critical in transverse compression in the front spar web at the wing root (layer 9, material – carbon fiber, orientation - 0°), and a margin of safety of +0.06 was achieved with
factor of safety of 1.5. The critical element is identified in Figure 81 with its enlarged section
shown in Figure 82 and .f06 file results are shown in Figure 83. For carbon fiber tape (in front spar
cap), M.S. of +0.39 was achieved with F.S. of 1.5 and for spar inserts M.S. of +0.32 was achieved
with F.S. of 1.5.

Figure 81: Critical red section of the front spar web
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Figure 82: Enlarged critical section of front spar web

The corresponding margin of safety (MS) for compressive stress of the front spar is as follows,
and the allowable compressive stress used to calculate the M.S. is 82 ksi (565.4 MPa) (see Table
26) and actual compressive stress is found to be 51.62 ksi (355.89 MPa).
𝑀𝑆 =

𝜎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−82 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = +0.06
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ (−51.62 𝑘𝑠𝑖)

Figure 83: Element and ply ID of critical element from .f06 file
Table 30 shows the margin of safety and critical mode for the major Meridian wing
components of Wing Design II.
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Table 30: Critical modes and Margin of safety of Meridian wing components
Meridian Component

Margin of Safety

Critical Mode

Upper Skin

+0.54

Longitudinal Compression

Lower Skin

+0.50

Shear

Front Spar

+0.059

Transverse Compression

Rear Spar

+0.50

Transverse Compression

Ribs

+1.16

Shear

Leading Edge

+0.33

Shear

4.3.7.3. Fairing and Pylon Structure
Three potential load cases (Load Case 3, 4 and 5) were defined for structural analysis of the
fairing-pylon structure and analyzed to determine critical load case. It was necessary to begin the
study with the fairing-pylon structure load cases, to find the reaction loads for the Meridian wing
sizing. Structural analysis was done for fairing-pylon structure to accomplish the following
objectives:





Preliminary sizing of the fairing and pylon structure, and propose a potential structural
design.
Determine the critical load case and design structure for that critical load case with positive
margin of safety and factor of safety of 1.5.
Come up with the initial composite layups for each component and estimate the total
structure weight.
Determine the reaction loads at the pylon spar and Meridian wing intersection, and use
those reaction loads during structural analysis of Meridian wing.

Since the fairing and pylon structure have different laminate thickness, they are documented
separately to distinguish their critical load case and critical component.
Fairing Structure
The critical load case for the fairing structure was determined to be Load Case 2. It was found
that the fairing spar (critical element at the top of the rear spar cap) was most critical in longitudinal
tension (layer - 1, material - fiberglass, orientation - 0°), where the M.S. of +0.07 was achieved
with factor of safety of 1.5. Figure 84 shows the tensile stress distribution in the fairing spar with
the critical region boxed. Figure 85 shows an enlarged view of critical region with the critical
element highlighted, and Figure 89 shows the critical element and ply ID with its critical tensile
stress from the .f06 file. Note that only most critical component of fairing and pylon structure are
documented and all other components are provided in Appendix C- Fairing and Pylon Structure.
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Figure 84: Fairing spar tensile stress distribution

Figure 85: Enlarged view of the critical tensile stress region

The corresponding margin of safety for critical tensile stress of fairing spar is computed as follow:
𝑀𝑆 =

𝜎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
32.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = +0.07
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 20.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
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Figure 86: Fairing spar critical tensile stress and an element ID from .f06 file
Buckling analysis was also performed for the fairing-pylon structure, and it was found that
first buckling mode occurs at load factor of 1.58 in the fairing bottom skin, as shown in Figure 87.
For the factor of safety of 1.5, the M.S. corresponding to the first buckling mode is found to be
+0.06, and comparing to the M.S. of fairing skin +0.14 from linear static analysis, the buckling
stress from buckling analysis is determined to be the most critical for fairing skin.

Figure 87: Buckling analysis for load case 4 (first mode)

The margin of safety for critical buckling stress in bottom skin of fairing structure is computed
as follow:
𝑀𝑆 =

𝐵𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
1.58
−1=
− 1 = +0.06
𝐹. 𝑆.
1.5
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Pylon Structure
Load Case 2 was determined to be the critical load case for both the fairing and pylon. The
pylon skin was found to be most critical in shear stress, and the M.S. of +0.02 was achieved with
factor of safety of 1.5. Figure 88 shows the shear stress distribution in pylon skin with critical
region boxed. Figure 89 shows an enlarged view of critical region with critical element
highlighted, and Figure 90 shows the critical element and ply ID with its critical shear stress from
the .f06 file.

Figure 88: Pylon skin shear stress distribution

Figure 89: Enlarged view of the critical shear stress region
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Figure 90: Pylon skin critical shear stress and an element ID from .f06 file
The corresponding margin of safety for critical shear stress of pylon skin is computed as
follow:
𝑀𝑆 =

𝜏𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
9.2 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = +0.02
𝐹. 𝑆.∗ 𝜏𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 5.99 𝑘𝑠𝑖

Summary of the critical load case, margin of safety (MS) and critical mode along with the
weight added by each component of fairing-pylon structure is tabulated in the Table 31. It is found
that the fairing structure is most critical in buckling in fairing skin, the pylon structure is most
critical in shear in the pylon skin. The total weight added by the fairing and pylon structure is
determined to be 38.4 lbs per wing.
Table 31: Summary of the load cases
Component

Critical
load Case

Margin of
Safety (MS)

Critical Mode

Fairing Skin

Case 4

+0.06

Buckling

Weight of the
component per
wing (lbs)
16.7

Fairing Spar

Case 4

+0.07

Longitudinal Tension

11.8

Fairing Rib

Case 4

+0.26

Shear

1.4

Pylon Skin

Case 4

+0.02

Shear

4.0

Pylon Spar

Case 4

+0.06

Longitudinal Tension

2.9

Pylon Rib

Case 4

+1.44

Longitudinal Tension

1.5

Total weight of the structure per wing (lbs)
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38.4

4.3.8. The Payload and Range Calculations
This section provides some insights on payload and range calculations of the systems studied
in Section 4. Table 32Error! Reference source not found. shows the payload calculations for
four different configurations. The first configuration is the original Meridian that carries 36 lbs of
Vivaldi antennas with mounting structures and the original radar box which weighs 45 lbs. The
second Meridian configuration is assumed to be flying with a new radar box, and considering the
advances in RF technology, the weight of a new radar box is estimated to be 25 lbs. The Meridian
system with Wing Design I and II are also assumed to carry the new radar box in addition to fixed
weight (such as landing skiis, Cables/other associated electronics) and the modified antenna
weight. Tail ballast weight is not added to the Wing Design II Meridian configuration, assuming
additional substructure would move aircraft center of gravity backwards. The Meridian
configuration with Wing Design I and II also considers the respective weight added due to
modifications made for the antenna integrations. Table 33 compares the aircraft performance
(range) of the systems using payload weights from Table 32. For the range calculations, the
following parameters were assumed: SFC = 0.45 lbs/hp-hr [34], empty weight = 791 lbs, propeller
efficiency = 0.8.
Table 32: The payload calculation for different systems
Component

Meridian
with Vivaldi
system

Meridian with
(Vivaldi system)
new radar box

Meridian with
Wing Design I

Meridian with
Wing Design II

Landing skiis (lbs)

55

55

55

55

Radar box (lbs)

45

25

25

25

Cables/other
associated
electronics (lbs)
Tail ballast (lbs)

19

19

19

19

10

10

10

-

Weight added to
wing (lbs)
Antenna weight
(lbs)
Fairing-pylon
weight (lbs)
Total Payload
weight (lbs)

-

-

9.5

7.4

36

36

5.5

5.5

-

-

-

76.7

165

145

124

188.6

In Table 33, the Wbegin and Wend represents the weight of the Meridian before and after
the flight respectively, and they were determined using the respective fuel and payload weights of
these four configurations. After calculating respective Lift to Drag (L/D) ratio their range was
found using Breguet range equation [36]. Since the Meridian configuration with Wing Design II
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exceeded the maximum payload capacity of 165 lbs, a fuel weight of 23.4 lbs was assumed to be
removed in exchange. The Meridian system with Wing Design I was considered the clean aircraft
configuration as this system has embedded antenna array (with insignificant antenna weight) and
adds no external drag to UAS (hence no assumed change in L/D ratio). The Meridian configuration
with Wing Design I delivers maximum (clean) aircraft range of 990 nmi. Hence this clean design
was used as a baseline to compare the aircraft range performances of these designs. The range of
the original Meridian with Vivaldi antenna and the Meridian with new radar box were determined
to be ~6% and ~4% lower than the new clean range, respectively. The range of these two systems
were affected by the drag and weight of externally mounted Vivaldi antenna system. Similarly, the
range of the Meridian with Wing Design II was determined to be 640.6 nmi and ~35% lower than
clean range. The fairing-pylon substructure drastically degrades the Meridian range for Wing
Design II configuration. The aircraft and electrical performances of Wing Design I and II are
discussed further in the next section.
Table 33: The aircraft performance (range) comparison
Type of system

Meridian with
Vivaldi system
Meridian with
(Vivaldi system)
new radar box
Meridian with
Wing Design I
Meridian with
Wing Design II

Fuel
weight,
Wf, lbs
120

Payload
weight,
Wp, lbs
165

WBegin,
lbs

Wend,
lbs

L/D

Range,
nmi

1076

956

13.65

932.5

Change
in range,
%
-5.8

120

145

1056

936

13.65

951.4

-3.9

120

124

1035

915

13.9

0

96.4

188.5

1076

979.5

11.8

990
(clean)
640.6

-35.3

4.3.9. Summary of Designs
Two potential designs for integrating an antenna array were proposed and preliminary sizing
was completed. Based on future system requirements and applications, one of these preliminary
designs could be pursued. If an antenna needs to be embedded inside the wing bay for moderate
aircraft and antenna performance improvement, Wing Design I approach is preferred. In this
design approach, the wing-embedded eight-element dipole antenna array (without ground plane)
achieves a peak gain of 9.5 dB at resonant frequencies between 200-210 MHz, with a bandwidth
of 87 MHz. In this preliminary study, details of the wing were not addressed during structural
analysis such as modification of the ribs to accommodate integrating array into lower wing skin,
which will likely add weight to the projected estimate. Also internal wing components (cable,
servos, etc.) were not included in antenna simulations which will likely degrade antenna
performance to some extent. These details were left for future study. The extra weight added to
the aircraft due to material modifications is estimated to be 9.5 lbs. This approach does not affect
the clean aircraft range (990 nmi) significantly as there is no additional drag due to antennas, only
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the added weight, and aircraft range is improved by ~6% (57.5 nmi) as compared to the aircraft
range with original Vivaldi design integrated (932.5 nmi). However, for the embedded
configuration the wing bay constrains the antenna size, hence selection of operating frequency for
an antenna is limited. Also integration of ground plane inside wing becomes difficult for lower
operating frequency, hence compromising the antenna performance (i.e. low gain compared to
antenna with ground plane).
When antenna performance is the priority, the second design approach is recommended. In this
approach, only antenna gain was optimized without considering its ramifications on aircraft
performance. By integrating the antenna array below the wing and the using the wing skin as a
ground plane, a gain improvement of almost 6 dB is achieved over the existing Vivaldi integrated
configuration. In this design approach, the eight-element dipole antenna array (with ground plane)
integrated below wing achieves a peak gain of 13.3 dB at a resonant frequency of about 180 MHz
and has a bandwidth of 87 MHz. This design has better gain and radiation pattern, hence
maximizing the antenna performance. However, this design adds significant weight and drag and
decreases the aircraft range. The extra structural weight of the fairing was determined to be 76.8
lbs, and the weight added due to the additional composite material layers added to the wing is
determined to be 7.4 lbs (total weight added 84.2 lbs). The fairings and pylons increase the wetted
area of the aircraft, and increase the aircraft drag significantly (by 37.8 lbs). Due to this additional
drag, the Meridian range is reduced to 640.6 nmi from 990 nmi (clean range)—a range reduction
of 35.3% (349.4 nmi). Also comparing this range to the range with Vivaldi antenna integrated on
the aircraft (932.5 nmi), the dipole array with ground plane (i.e. with fairing-pylon structure) would
reduce aircraft range by 31.3% (292 nmi). In addition, the fairing-pylon structure will also increase
the overall manufacturing cost. This design should only be considered in the exceptional cases, for
particular mission (e.g. sounding deeper into ice up to 5 km) where antenna performance is of
highest importance and aircraft performance is a secondary goal. These two wing design
performances are compared in Table 34.
It is important to note that the designs presented herein are considered preliminary designs that
were developed to provide insight for a future antenna design. Several design and analysis details
have been left for future studies, but these details could significantly impact the performance of
the system. In structural analysis of Wing Design I, ribs were not modified (so that ribs hop over
the array) for array integration, which will change the load path for lower wing skin and add more
weight, and these modifications are left for future detailed study. The wing is likely to flex more
for an embedded design, the current array performances do not include the wing flexure effects.
The wing flexure will cause deformation of the ground plane and degrade electrical performance
of arrays, and it is likely that a compensation method would be required. Also, the antenna and
array simulations have not included any internal wing components (such as servos, cables, etc.),
which will likely result in electrical performance degradation. The Wing Design II study did not
consider its effect on the aircraft dynamics and control, but the heavy substructure will shift the
CG location and change the stability and control derivatives. The impact of the fairing on stability
and control needs to be assessed further to confirm the validity of the design. Also, runway
implications due to fairing-pylon substructure integration are not studied. The added weight and
drag of the fairing will result in extended runway for take-off and landing, hence also need to be
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investigated further, especially considering the remote field operations of the vehicle. Although
the height of Vivaldi antenna and fairing-wing offset are about ~15 in, the tip strike angle will
decrease (estimated to reduce by ~2°) for the Wing Design II configuration due to the extended
fairing structure. Trade-offs between reducing the antenna offset from the wing and tip-strike angle
should be investigated further in future study.
The two designs demonstrate the trade-off between aircraft structural and antenna performance
(or electrical performance), as shown in Table 34. The first design approach improves the aircraft
structural performance, and while the antenna performance is not optimized, it is an improvement
over the Vivaldi design. The second design approach compromises the aircraft structural
performance but delivers maximum antenna performance. Both designs require further detailed
analysis, based on application and priority, one of these design could be pursued.
Table 34: Summary of wing designs
Component
Four-element gain, dB

Wing Design I
(Dipole array without GP)
6.5

Wing Design II
(Dipole array with GP)
10.34

Four-element bandwidth, MHz

88

83

Four-element Beamwidth

~25°

~22°

Eight-element gain, dB

9.5

13.3

Eight -element bandwidth, MHz

87

87

Four-element Beamwidth

~10°

~10°

Added weight, lbs

9.5

7.4

Added drag, lbs

0

37.8

Expected range, nmi

990

640.6
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5. Sensor Driven Preliminary Wing-Sizing
Overview of Study Parameters
On the outset of developing the new antenna concept for the Meridian wing, it was expected
that an optimal embedded design could be determined; however, considering the dimensional
constraints of the wing and lower operating frequency of the antenna, two compromising designs
were determined. From the antenna study of Section 4, it was understood that the ground plane has
a key role in antenna performance, and this Meridian antenna design case study motivated the
following study that will provide a baseline for sensor-driven preliminary wing design. This study
will be a vital tool for future vehicle design, particularly for UAS as the purpose of these vehicles
is to carry sensors. If UAS-installed sensors do not meet operating requirements, there is little
value for operating the vehicle.
This study shows how wing-integrated antenna gain and resonant frequency are affected by
wing parameters such as span, chord, and thickness-to-chord ratio, assuming that the wing acts as
a ground plane for the sensor. It is noted that the relationships derived in this section are for the
ground plane (conductive) portion of the wing. If the wing is not fully conductive, the relationships
will need to be modified appropriately. These wing ground plane parameters are studied at four
different resonating frequencies—100 MHz, 200 MHz, 1 GHz, and 2 GHz, to ensure trends
obtained are independent of frequency. The varying wing ground plane parameters are expressed
as a percentage of wavelength for easy comparison of the results, and to demonstrate that the
results are in fact frequency agnostic. Parametric analyses were completed using ANSYS HFSS
[21] software, and with over 400 simulations the relationships between the wing ground plane
parameters and antenna performance were determined. The half-wavelength dipole antenna was
used as the candidate antenna for this study due to its low profile features and basic design.
Therefore, the findings of this section are applicable to dipole antennas (half wavelength) only.
Figure 91 shows a schematic of the planar dipole. In the beginning of the study, four antennas were
tuned to the operating frequency by varying the arm length, and a ground plane that extended by
one wavelength () from each side of dipole antenna was created at a quarter-wavelength offset
(0.25). The widths of the dipoles were maintained at a constant 5% of the wavelength () for all
operating frequencies, and due to the width and ground plane, the antennas typically resonated at
a total length of 0.41rather than 0.5

Figure 91: Schematics of planar Dipole antenna
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Wing Ground Plane Span Study
 In this section, the effects of wing ground plane span on antenna performance were studied. A
dipole antenna was simulated with a ground plane representing a metallic wing skin offset from
the antenna—representing either the upper wing skin acting as the ground plane for an antenna
embedded in lower skin, or the lower wing acting as a ground plane by mounting an antenna at a
specific offset from the wing. Then a parametric analysis was conducted by varying the spanwise
length of the ground plane. Figure 92 shows the parameters used to define the parametric
simulations. Initially, the spanwise length of the ground plane was set to L+0.1, then the distance
from the edge of the antenna to the edge of the ground plane, d, was stepped from 5-100% of the
resonant wavelength, by the step size of 0.05 The chordwise width of the ground plane was
kept constant at a total width of (W+2, where W is the width of an antenna which is assumed to
be equal to 10% of wavelength for better return loss properties. Also, an offset distance of /4 was
maintained between the ground plane and the antenna, as shown in Figure 93. From well-known
antenna theory [35], the forward-radiated field and reflected field will add constructively at /4
ground plane spacing.

Figure 92: Geometric definitions for the wing span study.

Figure 93: Ground plane offset defined for the wing span study.
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From the parametric analysis, frequency shift and realized gain at nadir are plotted against the
ground plane length extension parameter, d, on the two y-axes plot, as shown in Figure 94, for the
four desired operating frequencies. The frequency shift, f0, is defined in Eq. (1), where fd is resonant
frequency for corresponding d, and f is the original specified operating frequency.

f0 

( fd  f )
*100
f

(1)

Figure 94: Ground plane length extension vs frequency shift and realized gain at nadir plot
for all operating frequencies.

From Figure 94, it can be concluded that when d is greater than 15% of its respective
wavelength, the antenna typically resonates within ±0.5% of the corresponding operating
frequency. Also it is noticed that maximum gain was typically achieved when d was ~0.5λ, and to
achieve gain within 0.5 dB of the maximum gain the ground plane length extension should be kept
within 0.10-0.60 λ.
It can be seen from Figure 94 that the realized gain at nadir begins to decrease after 0.5λ, hence
the simulation for 100 MHz was extended to 5λ to examine the trends at a much larger scale.
Figure 95 shows the simulation results for an extended ground plane length, and as the plot shows
a local maximum gain is achieved when the length extension parameter, d, is at 50%, 137.5%,
262.5%, and 375% of the wavelength. It is also noticed that the magnitude of the local maximum
gain decreases as d increases. It can be concluded that when d is about 50% of the wavelength,
maximum gain without any frequency shift is achieved.
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Figure 95: Ground plane length extension up to 5λ vs frequency shift and realized gain at
nadir plot at 100 MHz.
To summarize the results obtained from the ground plane sizing study, a relationship between
the antenna performance and aircraft wing sizing was developed to suggest a span size that will
maximize antenna performance. Again it is noted that this relationship assumes the entire wing
planform is acting as a ground plane. This relationship should be modified for ‘b’ if this is not the
case. It was found that when d is ~0.5λ maximum gain is achieved. Although Figure 95 shows that
other values of d can produce local maximum gain, since these values are much larger than 0.5λ,
it would be suggested to add more antenna elements to increase total array gain rather than extend
the ground plane unnecessarily. Therefore, the ground plane span relationship was determined
using the minimum ideal value of d. From antenna array theory, ideal element center-to-center
spacing is λ/2 [34]. Using the ideal element spacing, ideal ground plane extension length of 0.5λ
that was found from the plots in Figure 94, and an antenna length of 0.5λ, a relationship for
determining the ideal wing span can be derived. Assuming a fuselage diameter, F, the wing ground
plane span, b, suggested for an n-element array is given by Eq. (2).
𝑏 = 𝐹 + (𝑛 + 2)𝜆

(2)

A schematic of the geometry associated with Eq. (2) for a three dipole element array is shown
in Figure 96. For any desired operating frequency, a given number of dipole elements in the array,
and an approximate fuselage width, an ideal span can be determined from Eq. (2). During the
preliminary sizing of the wing, this equation could be used after locating a wing-loading and
power-loading design point, as described in [36]. It is noted that the gain sensitivity to the ground
plane length is on the order of 0.75 dB, which is a relatively small change in the antenna
performance and is likely due to the orientation of the pattern nulls directed along this axis and/or
larger initial ground plane length. It can be shown in the following sections that antenna
performance is much more sensitive to other wing geometric parameters.
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Figure 96: Geometric definition for wing (ground plane) length calculation.

Wing Ground Plane Chord Study
For the wing chord study, the antenna-ground plane offset (/4) and the length of the ground
plane (L+2) was maintained while the ground plane width extension parameter was varied.
Initially the width of the ground plane was set to be equal to the width of the antenna plus 0.05on
either side of the antenna (W+0.1). The ground plane width extension, d, was then varied up to
one wavelength with increments of 0.05. The geometry associated with the chord sizing study is
shown in Figure 97 and Figure 98.

Figure 97: Simulation setup defined for the wing chord study.
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Figure 98: Ground plane offset defined for the wing chord study.
The frequency shifts and realized gain at nadir of the antennas are plotted against ground plane
width extension d in Figure 65. It can be concluded that when the d is greater than 0.2, the antenna
typically has no frequency shift. It can also be concluded that when d is about 0.5, the maximum
gain is obtained while resonating at the desired operating frequency. When the ground plane
extension is greater than 25% of a wavelength, the difference from maximum gain value is found
to be less than 1 dB.

Figure 99: Ground plane width extension parameter (d) vs frequency shift and realized
gain at nadir plot for all operating frequencies.
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The chord of a ground plane, c, that optimizes the antenna performance can be found from
Figure 99. Assuming a fully conductive center chord, the ideal chord is found by setting the ground
plane width extension parameter to half the wavelength (i.e. d=0.5λ). In addition, the area of the
wing chord occupied by control surfaces (ailerons), high lift devices (flaps) and leading edge was
omitted from the effective ground plane as moving control surfaces and/or high lift devices will
affect the antenna radiation pattern. Also the leading edge surface ahead of a front spar is typically
curved, which will affect its effectiveness. The control surface span is typically about 30% of the
wing chord [36], and the leading edge surface is assumed to be 20% of the wing chord, as shown
in Figure 100. The ideal ground plane chord length, c, required for optimum dipole array
performance in terms of antenna wavelength, λ, and antenna width, W, is derived in the Eq. (3).
λ

c = 0.2c + 0.3c + 2 ∗ 2 + W
Rewriting the ground plane chord length (c),

(3)

c = 2(λ + W)
(4)
The geometry associated with Eqs. (3) and Eqs. (4), for a three dipole element array is shown
in Figure 100. From Figure 99, a minimum ground plane width extension of d=0.25λ is
recommended to achieve gain within 1 dB of the maximum value. Thus the recommended
minimum chord size is given by the Eq. (5).
𝜆

𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 2 (2 + 𝑊)

(5)

Figure 100: Wing chord geometry associated with Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).
After determining the wing-loading and power-loading design point, Eq. (4) and (5) can be used
to estimate the wing chord. Similarly, an ideal range of ground plane aspect ratios could be
determined from Eq. (2) and Eq. (4). From Figure 94 and Figure 99 it can also be seen that the
antenna gain is more sensitive to the ground plane width than the length, which again is likely due
to the orientation of the pattern nulls or due to the higher length to width ratio. While determining
the ground plane aspect ratio this sensitivity should be observed.
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Wing Ground Plane Height Study
For the wing height study, the ground plane length was set to (2L),and ground plane width
was set to W), to eliminate the ground plane edge effects and to isolate the effect of the offset.
The offset distance, h, between the antenna and the ground plane is then varied from 5 to 50 % of
a wavelength (. A schematic of the design used for the ground plane offset study is shown in
Figure 101 and Figure 102.

Figure 101: Simulation setup defined for the wing height study

Figure 102: Ground plane offset defined for the wing offset study.
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The frequency shift, f0, is given by Eq. (1), and it is plotted against ground plane offset distance,
h, as shown in Figure 103. From this plot it can be seen that the antenna resonates at the desired
operating frequency when antenna-ground plane offset is within the range of 20-25% of
wavelength. The gain of the dipole antennas at nadir is plotted against the ground plane offset in
Figure 104, as well as the azimuth angle of maximum gain. This plot helps illustrate the change in
the shape of the antenna radiation pattern as the maximum gain shifts from nadir to angles off nadir
(i.e. resulting in a scalloped pattern) and back again.

Figure 103: Frequency shift vs ground plane offset, h (%

Figure 104: Ground plane offset (h) vs realized gain at nadir and angle of max gain plot for
all operating frequencies.
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From Figure 104, it can be concluded that to maximize gain at nadir an antenna-ground plane
offset of 0.15λ is required. This is a somewhat surprising result as the antenna theory suggests that
ideal antenna-ground plane spacing is 0.25λ. The ground plane offset range was extended up to
two wavelengths to further study the antenna performance with respect to offset. Figure 105 shows
the relationship between the realized gain at nadir and ground plane offset, from which it can be
concluded that when the offset distance is about 15%, 70%, 125%, 175% of a wavelength, a local
maximum gain at nadir can be achieved. When the ground plane offset represents the thickness of
the airfoil (dipole antennas could be embedded into the lower wing skin or externally at an offset
to the antenna), it is typically necessary to keep the offset, h, as small as possible. This way dipole
array would need thinner airfoil section or smaller substructure, either way the smaller offset saves
overall weight. Hence it is recommended that the minimum antenna-ground plane offset should be
maintained at 15% of wavelength as given by Eq. (6).
hmin = 0.15λ

(6)

Figure 105: Ground plane offset up to 2 wavelength vs realized gain at nadir and angle of
maximum gain for all operating frequencies.
To determine the antenna performance sensitivity to simultaneous changes in ground plane
offset and ground plane width, a parametric analysis of 224 simulations was performed. In this
parametric analysis, the ground plane offset was varied from 0.05-1λ and the ground plane width
extension was varied from 0.10-1λ for operating frequency of 100 MHz. Figure 106 shows the 3D
plot where the maximum gain is plotted against the ground plane width and antenna-ground plane
offset. From Figure 105 and Figure 106 it can be noticed that the ground plane-antenna offset
should be kept within 10-25% of the wavelength or 65-80% of the wavelength, for the gain to be
within 1 dB of the local maximum gain. From Figure 106, it can be seen that this relationship holds
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true for all ground plane width extensions analyzed. From this observation, it could be concluded
that a dipole antenna array could be embedded in the lower wing skin and the upper skin could be
used as a ground plane, so long as 0.5C~λ. This is based on airfoil t/c ratios typically being on the
order of 8-25%.

Figure 106: 3D plot showing gain relationship to ground plane width and offset.

Application of Sensor Study
To verify the trends obtained for the ground plane effect on antenna performance in the presence
of coupling, a four element array composed of the modified dipole antenna described in Section 3
and a ground plane of varying size was simulated using HFSS. In Section 3.1.2, it was determined
that the modified dipole antenna with ground plane resonates at a frequency of 175 MHz. The
array of four modified dipole antenna elements has an element spacing of 31.2” (792.5 mm),
similar to that shown in Figure 96.
5.5.1. Wing Span Trend Comparison
Initially, the spanwise length of the ground plane was set to 4L (~124 in), then this ground
plane length was extended on either side by the following values of d (Figure 96): 15%, 50% and
75% of the resonant wavelength. The chordwise width of the ground plane was kept constant at
W+(73 in) for optimal array performance as concluded in Section 5.2. An offset distance of /4
(16.9 in) was maintained between the ground plane and the dipole array. A parametric analysis
was performed and the normalized gain (normalized to its corresponding maximum gain) was
plotted for both array and the single antenna results from Section 5.2 for comparison in Figure
107.
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Figure 107: Comparing the ground plane length extension vs normalized gain at nadir
plots of simulated dipole antenna and simulated dipole antenna array
While the normalized gain trend for the array in Figure 107 does not follow the exact trend of
the single element, the maximum gain does occur when the extension, d, is ~0.5λ, as was found
for the single element. Also similar to the single element results, the array gain is not very sensitive
to the length extension parameter, which is obvious by a gain variation of less than 0.25 dB. The
single element gain variation was on the order of ±0.5 dB, and it is not surprising that the array
was even less sensitive to the length extension as largely only the end elements are being effected.
The level of similarity between the individual element and array results was actually a
surprising find. Little mismatch between trends can be noticed, the reason might be that the ground
plane design equations do not consider the cross-coupling between the elements, and it was
expected that the results would be different. Also, only end elements of the array are affected due
to ground plane length extension, hence array performance seems to be less affected. The fact that
the individual dipole element results and the dipole array results agree so well, speaks toward the
robustness of the derived equations and greatly extends their use.
5.5.2. Wing Chord Trend Comparison
For the wing chord study, the antenna-ground plane offset was set to be /4 (16.9 in), and the
length of the ground plane was set to be 4L+(~192 in) (i.e. ground plane on either side of an
array is extended by d = 0.5). Both parameters were kept constant while only the wing chord
extension parameter was varied. Initially, the width of the ground plane was set equal to that of
the antenna width (W = 5.51”), then the ground plane width extension parameter was set to 5%,
25%, 50% and 90% of the resonating wavelength, for the parametric analysis. The results for the
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normalized gain of the array are plotted against d along with the results for the single element
found in Section 5.3 in Figure 108.

Figure 108: Comparing the ground plane width extension vs normalized gain at nadir plots
of simulated dipole antenna and simulated dipole antenna array
From Figure 108 it can be seen that both the array and single element have very similar trends.
More importantly when d is about 50% of the wavelength, the maximum gain at nadir is achieved
which confirms the relation found for the estimation of wing chord in Eq. (4) is valid. The dipole
array trend almost matches with single dipole antenna trend for ground plane width extension,
whereas for ground plane length extension, these trends do not match well. In this case all the
antenna elements are affected by the variation in the width extension. It can be noted that for the
trends match well despite the existence of the coupling and proves that the derived equations are
robust and valid.
5.5.3. Wing Offset Trend Comparison
In this study, the ground plane length was set to 4L+192 in and the ground plane width
was set to W+(73 in). For this study, the offset distance, h (Figure 102), between the antenna
array and the ground plane was set to 5%, 10%, 15% and 30% of the resonating wavelength. From
this parametric analysis, the trend for the simulated dipole antenna array is found where the
normalized gain at nadir is plotted against the ground plane offset parameter (h), along with the
similar trend found for the simulated dipole antenna from Section 5.4, as shown in Figure 109.
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Figure 109: Comparing the ground plane offset vs normalized gain at nadir plots of
simulated dipole antenna and simulated dipole antenna array
From Figure 109, it can be concluded that both trends are similar; optimal antenna array
performance is achieved when the antenna-ground plane offset is about 15% of its resonating
wavelength. The variation seen in the trends is likely caused by the cross-coupling between the
antenna elements and also this offset variation affects the performance of all dipole elements hence
degrading the overall array performance. However this study provides similar trend which
validates relation given for the minimum offset distance by Eq. 6.
At the end of this study, to view the antenna array sensitivity to ground plane offset and width,
a parametric analysis of 16 simulations was performed, where the ground plane width extension
was set to 5%, 25%, 50% and 90% of resonating wavelength, and the ground plane offset was set
to 5%, 10%, 15% and 30% of the resonating wavelength. The ground plane length was kept
constant at 4L+ (~192 in). The trends obtained from the parametric analysis were plotted in
Figure 110, where it can be noticed that the realized gain at nadir increases significantly with
ground plane offset, meaning the ground plane offset is the most sensitive parameter. From Figure
110 it can be concluded that the ground plane offset of 15% of wavelength, the ground plane width
and length extension of 50% wavelength, results in the maximum realized gain for a dipole antenna
array, which confirms that all the relations found in Section 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, for the wing span,
wing chord and wing height, are valid and reasonable.
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Figure 110: Comparing the ground plane width extension vs realized gain at nadir plots at
different ground plane offsets for simulated dipole antenna array
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
For an existing remote sensing platform, two antenna array designs were developed and
proposed. One of the designs consisted of an embedded dipole antenna array and required the
material of the wing to be a low-loss dielectric. The second design consisted of an antenna array
externally-mounted to the original (but slightly modified) carbon fiber wing. The following
conclusions are made about these designs:
1) For a wing-embedded antenna array design, it is required for the wing materials to largely
be limited to low-loss dielectric materials. When major wing components are made up of
material with low dielectric constants (such as fiberglass), a dipole antenna array could be
embedded into the lower wing skin. This design offers both improved electrical (~2.5dB
increase in gain) and vehicle performance (~6% increase in range) over the Vivaldi design,
but the antenna array is only expected to radiate half of the power in the nadir direction as
compared to the dipole array with a ground plane.
2) The dipole antenna array with a ground plane offers almost 6 dB greater element gain over
the Vivaldi design. However, this superior electrical performance comes at the expense of
about 31% of aircraft range. Since the ratio of the received power to the transmitted power
is proportional to square of the gain (by the Friis equation); for an antenna acting as a
transmitter and receiver, the gain is doubled (i.e. about 12 dB improvement in total received
power) in decibel (dB) scale. Hence a ground plane significantly optimizes the array
performance, while it severely compromises aircraft performance. For any future
development of an improved MCoRDS system for Meridian, it is necessary to work with
radar and data processing engineers to better understand whether this tradeoff between
electrical and aircraft performance is really necessary.
The above conclusions are based on a preliminary design analysis, and detailed design studies
are necessary to better estimate the expected realized system performance. In the structural
analysis of Wing Design I, ribs were not modified (so that ribs hopped over the array) for array
integration, which will change the load path for lower wing skin and add more weight. These
modifications are left for future detailed studies. The wing is likely to flex more with an embedded
design, but the current array performances do not include the wing flexure effects. The wing
flexure will cause deformation of the ground plane and degrade electrical performance of arrays,
and it is likely that a compensation method would be required. Also, the antenna and array
simulations have not included any internal wing components (such as servos, cables, etc.), which
will likely result in electrical performance degradation. The Wing Design II study did not consider
its effect on the aircraft dynamics and control, as the heavy substructure will shift the CG location
and change the stability and control derivatives. The impact of the fairing on stability and control
needs to be assessed further to confirm the validity of the design. Also, runway implications due
to fairing-pylon substructure integration are not studied. The added weight and drag of the fairing
will result in extended runways for take-off and landing, and hence needs to be investigated further,
especially considering the remote field operations of the vehicle. Although the height of Vivaldi
antenna and fairing-wing offset are about ~15 in, the tip strike angle will decrease (estimated to
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reduce by ~2°) for the Wing Design II configuration due to the extended fairing structure. Tradeoffs between reducing the antenna offset from the wing and tip-strike angle should be investigated
further in future studies.
Keeping in mind the key role of a ground plane (i.e. lower wing skin) in array performance, a
sensor-driven preliminary wing-sizing study was conducted for a simple planar dipole antenna.
Numerical relationships were derived for an ideal wing ground plane span, wing chord, and airfoil
thickness (t/c ratio), such that they maximize dipole array performance. The relationships derived
are for the ground plane (conductive) portion of the wing, and if the wing is not fully conductive
the relationships will need to be modified appropriately. The following are the conclusions related
to this study:
3) During the wing sizing, while following the preliminary sizing approach from [36], the
wing span and wing chord relations are intended to be used after a wing-loading and powerloading design point is selected. The wing ground plane span and chord (see Eq. (2) and
Eq. (5)) are related to the wing area, and hence they can be chosen such that they deliver
optimal antenna performance. The wing thickness-chord ratio (t/c) would determine
whether an array could be embedded into the wing or will be held at an offset from wing
with a custom fairing structure. An antenna array could be embedded in the lower wing
skin while the upper skin could be used as a ground plane, so long as 0.5C~λ. This
conclusion is based on airfoil t/c ratios typically being on the order of 8-25%.
4) It is noticed that the dipole antenna is very sensitive to antenna-ground plane offset; a shift
of 0.05λ in offset varied the peak gain by ~2 dB. The sensitivity of antenna is moderate to
the change in ground plane width; a shift of 0.05λ in parameter d varied the peak gain by
~0.5 dB. The antenna is least sensitive to the change in ground plane length; a shift of 0.05λ
in parameter d varied the peak gain by ~0.3 dB.
To verify the relations derived for a planar dipole, an array of modified antennas was simulated
to verify its performance against wing span, wing chord and an airfoil thickness. A similar trend
was found for the dipole antenna array, confirming the ground plane relationship for wing span,
wing chord and wing height developed in the Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are reasonable. From this
study it can be concluded that the relationships developed for the single dipole antenna can be
extended to entire dipole arrays, which greatly extends their use. However, it is cautioned against
using these relationships for other antenna types without validation.

Recommendations
The author has the following recommendations:
1) If Wing Design I is to be pursued in the future, the antenna array integration into the lower
wing skin needs to be finalized. If the dipole array is to be integrated onto the lower wing
skin, the structural analysis of this design with rib cut needs to be done, so that ribs hop
over the array. This FEM modification will change the load path for the wing skin and add
extra weight to structure. Similarly, if antennas are to be embedded into the skin, the load
bearing effects on the antenna need to be analyzed. Furthermore, for this design the change
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2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

in array performance due to the wing flexure needs to be studied. Finally, the effects of
internal and external interferers, such as cables, actuators, servos, landing gear, skis, etc.,
on the dipole array performance will need to be investigated, as they will likely result in
performance degradation.
For Wing Design II (fairing-pylon antenna design), the stability and control analysis for
the Meridian UAS needs to be done, as the fairing may significantly affect handling
qualities. As the Meridian operates in remote fields, the effects of the fairing on aircraft
take-off performance also need to be studied and taken into account, and will likely require
longer runways. Also, the tip strike angle need to be verified to see whether it is acceptable.
The quarter-wave patch antenna was found to be very sensitive to feed height, which is not
an ideal design attribute considering the vehicle dynamics. It is possible that the antenna
could be designed to be more robust by using novel manufacturing or design techniques. It
is recommended that should this design be further pursued, these new techniques be
investigated.
From the offset sizing, it seems that an offset of about 15% between the ground plane and
array may also offer similar results as 25% offset; hence, an extended study of antenna
coupling is recommended. This way the resulting degradation could be added to derived
equation from Section 5.4 for better absolute performance estimation.
Similar trends were found for the dipole antenna array and generic dipole antenna, which
validates (or confirms) the wing span, wing chord and wing height relations developed for
the ground plane portion of the wing, in the section 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. However, a more
thorough simulation using smaller steps is recommended to develop more accurate trends.
The cross coupling between adjacent antennas need to be studied further as wing design
equations do not consider cross-coupling. While the full array simulations verified the ideal
ground plane parameters (suggested in the sizing equations), the purpose of further
examining the coupling is to determine if actual array performance could be predicted from
the simulation of one or two elements. In addition, ideal antenna spacing for an array could
be found, which could then be added to the derived wing sizing equations for better
estimation of actual antenna performance.
For this study, the lower skin was assumed to be flat, since Meridian used a Clark Y airfoil.
But in future studies, the curvature of the typical airfoil shapes need to be investigated, as
it may affect the radiation pattern and directivity.
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Appendix A - Wing Design I
This section includes the critical stress region of each individual wing component of Wing
Design I, which includes; upper skin, lower skin, front spar, rear spar, wing rib and wing leading
edge. The material of all the critical layer of the components in this section is fiberglass cloth, with
0° orientations. For the margin of safety calculations, the allowable stresses are taken from Table
26.
1. Upper Skin
Load Case 1 is determined to be the critical load case for upper skin. The upper skin was found
to be most critical in longitudinal compression in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 111 shows
the maximum longitudinal compressive stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and
Figure 112 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As
the .f06 screen capture in Figure 113 shows, the maximum longitudinal compression in the upper
skin is -18.1 ksi (-125 MPa) in layer 5.

Figure 111: Upper skin maximum longitudinal compression stress plot
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Figure 112: Upper skin compression critical region

Figure 113: Upper skin .f06 for critical compressive element
The margin of safety for the compressive stress of the wing upper skin is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−37 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟑𝟔
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ −18.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖

2. Lower Skin
Load Case 1 is determined to be the critical load case for lower skin. The lower skin was found
to be most critical in longitudinal tension in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 114 shows the
maximum longitudinal tensile stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure
115 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06
screen capture in Figure 116 shows, the maximum longitudinal tension in the lower skin is 19.9
ksi (137 MPa) in layer 4.
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Figure 114: Lower skin maximum longitudinal tension stress plot

Figure 115: Lower skin tension critical region
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Figure 116: Lower skin .f06 for critical tensile element
The margin of safety for the tensile stress of the wing lower skin is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
32.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟖
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 19.9 𝑘𝑠𝑖

3. Wing Front Spar
Load Case 1 is determined to be the critical load case for front spar of the wing. The front spar
was found to be most critical in longitudinal compression in the inboard section of the wing. Figure
117 shows the maximum longitudinal compressive stress distribution with the critical region
highlighted, and Figure 118 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in
that region. As the .f06 screen capture in Figure 119 shows, the maximum longitudinal
compression in the front spar is -162 MPa in layer 47.

Figure 117: Front spar maximum longitudinal compression stress plot
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Figure 118: Front spar compression critical region

Figure 119: Front spar .f06 for critical compressive element
The margin of safety for the compressive stress of the front spar is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−255 𝑀𝑃𝑎
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ −162 𝑀𝑃𝑎

4. Wing Rear Spar
Load Case 1 is determined to be the critical load case for the rear spar. The rear spar was found
to be most critical in longitudinal tension in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 120 shows the
maximum longitudinal tensile stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure
121 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06
screen capture in Figure 122 shows, the maximum longitudinal tension in the rear spar is 19.1 ksi
(132 MPa) in layer 10.
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Figure 120: Rear spar maximum longitudinal tension stress plot

Figure 121: Rear spar tension critical region
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Figure 122: Rear spar .f06 for critical tensile element
The margin of safety for the tensile stress of the rear spar is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
32.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟐
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 19.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖

5. Wing Rib
Load Case 1 is determined to be the critical load case for wing rib. The wing rib was found to
be most critical in transverse compression in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 123 shows
the maximum transverse compressive stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and
Figure 124 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As
the .f06 screen capture in Figure 125 shows, the maximum transverse compression in the wing rib
is -7.4 ksi (-50.6 MPa) in layer 1.

Figure 123: Rib maximum transverse compression stress plot
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Figure 124: Rib compression critical region

Figure 125: Rib .f06 for critical compressive element
The margin of safety for the compressive stress of the wing rib is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−31.6 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟏. 𝟖𝟕
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ −7.4 𝑘𝑠𝑖

6. Wing Leading Edge
Load Case 1 is determined to be the critical load case for wing leading edge. The leading edge
was found to be most critical in shear in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 126 shows the
maximum shear stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure 127 shows the
critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06 screen capture
in Figure 128 shows, the maximum shear in the leading edge is 5.3 ksi (36.7 MPa) in layer 2.
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Figure 126: Leading edge maximum shear stress plot

Figure 127: Leading edge shear critical region
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Figure 128: Leading edge .f06 for critical shear element
The margin of safety for the shear stress of the wing leading edge is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
9.2 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟓
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜏𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 5.3 𝑘𝑠𝑖
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Appendix B - Wing Design II
This section includes the critical stress region of each individual wing component of Wing
Design II, which includes; upper skin, lower skin, front spar, rear spar, wing rib and wing leading
edge. The material of all the critical layer of the components in this section is carbon fiber cloth,
with 0° orientations. For the margin of safety calculations, the allowable stresses are taken from
Table 27.
1. Upper Skin
Load Case 2 is determined to be the critical load case for upper skin. The upper skin was found
to be most critical in longitudinal compression in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 129 shows
the maximum longitudinal compressive stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and
Figure 130 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As
the .f06 screen capture in Figure 131shows, the maximum longitudinal compression in the upper
skin is -35.5 ksi (-245 MPa) in layer 5.

Figure 129: Upper skin maximum longitudinal compression stress plot
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Figure 130: Upper skin compression critical region

Figure 131: Upper skin .f06 for critical compressive element
The margin of safety for the compressive stress of the wing upper skin is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−82 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟒
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ −35.5 𝑘𝑠𝑖

2. Lower Skin
Load Case 2 is determined to be the critical load case for lower skin. The lower skin was found
to be most critical in shear in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 132 shows the maximum
shear stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure 133 shows the critical
region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06 screen capture in Figure
134 shows, the maximum shear in the lower skin is 6 ksi (41 MPa) in layer 10.
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Figure 132: Lower skin maximum shear stress plot

Figure 133: Lower skin shear critical region
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Figure 134: Lower skin .f06 for critical shear element
The margin of safety for the shear stress of the wing lower skin is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
13 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟎
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜏𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 6 𝑘𝑠𝑖

3. Wing Front Spar
Load Case 2 is determined to be the critical load case for front spar. The front spar was found
to be most critical in transverse compression in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 135 shows
the maximum transverse compressive stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and
Figure 136 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As
the .f06 screen capture in Figure 137 shows, the maximum transverse compression in the front
spar is -51.6 ksi (-356 MPa) in layer 9.

Figure 135: Front spar maximum transverse compression stress plot
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Figure 136: Front spar compression critical region

Figure 137: Front spar .f06 for critical compressive element
The margin of safety for the compressive stress of the front spar is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−82 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓𝟗
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ −51.6 𝑘𝑠𝑖

4. Wing Rear Spar
Load Case 2 is determined to be the critical load case for rear spar. The rear spar was found to
be most critical in transverse compression in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 138 shows
the maximum transverse compressive stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and
Figure 139 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As
the .f06 screen capture in Figure 140 shows, the maximum transverse compression in the rear spar
is -36.4 ksi (-251 MPa) in layer 1.
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Figure 138: Rear spar maximum transverse compression stress plot

Figure 139: Rear spar compression critical region
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Figure 140: Rear spar .f06 for critical compressive element
The margin of safety for the compressive stress of the rear spar is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
−82 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟓
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ −36.4 𝑘𝑠𝑖

5. Wing Rib
Load Case 2 is determined to be the critical load case for wing rib. The wing rib was found to
be most critical in shear in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 141 shows the maximum shear
stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure 142 shows the critical region
enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06 screen capture in Figure 143
shows, the maximum shear in the wing rib is 4.1 ksi (28.5 MPa) in layer 3.

Figure 141: Rib maximum shear stress plot
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Figure 142: Rib shear critical region

Figure 143: Rib .f06 for critical shear element
The margin of safety for the shear stress of the wing rib is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
13 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟏. 𝟏𝟔
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜏𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 4.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖

6. Wing Leading Edge
Load Case 2 is determined to be the critical load case for wing leading edge. The leading edge
was found to be most critical in shear in the inboard section of the wing. Figure 144shows the
maximum shear stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure 145 shows the
critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06 screen capture
in Figure 146 shows, the maximum shear in the leading edge is 6.7 ksi (46.2 MPa) in layer 2.
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Figure 144: Leading edge maximum shear stress plot

Figure 145: Leading edge shear critical region
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Figure 146: Leading edge .f06 for critical shear element
The margin of safety for the shear stress of the is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
13 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟑𝟑
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜏𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 6.7 𝑘𝑠𝑖
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Appendix C - Fairing and Pylon Structure
The fairing structure and pylon structure was analyzed for linear static analysis and buckling
analysis. This section includes the critical stress region of each individual fairing and pylon
structure component, which includes; skin, spar and rib components of each. The material of all
the critical layer of the components in this section is fiberglass cloth, with 0° orientations. For the
margin of safety calculations, the allowable stresses are taken from Table 26.
1. Fairing Skin
Load Case 4 is determined to be the critical load case for fairing skin. The fairing skin was
found to be most critical in transverse tension in the mid-board section of the fairing lower skin.
Figure 147 shows the maximum transverse tensile stress distribution with the critical region
highlighted, and Figure 148 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in
that region. As the .f06 screen capture in Figure 149 shows, the maximum transverse tension in
the fairing skin is 18 ksi in layer 5.

Figure 147: Fairing skin maximum transverse tension stress plot
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Figure 148: Fairing skin tension critical region

Figure 149: Fairing skin.f06 for critical tensile element
The margin of safety for the tensile stress of the fairing skin is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
30.8 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟒
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 18 𝑘𝑠𝑖

2. Fairing Spar
Load Case 4 is determined to be the critical load case for fairing spar. The fairing spar was
found to be most critical in longitudinal tension in the mid-board section of the fairing. Figure 150
shows the maximum longitudinal tensile stress distribution with the critical region highlighted,
and Figure 151 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region.
As the .f06 screen capture in Figure 152 shows, the maximum longitudinal tension in the fairing
spar is 20.1 ksi in layer 1.
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Figure 150: Fairing spar maximum longitudinal tension stress plot

Figure 151: Fairing spar tension critical region
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Figure 152: Fairing spar.f06 for critical tensile element
The margin of safety for the tensile stress of the fairing spar is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
32.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟔
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 20.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖

3. Fairing Rib
Load Case 4 is determined to be the critical load case for fairing rib. The fairing rib was found
to be most critical in shear in the mid-board section of the fairing. Figure 153 shows the maximum
shear stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure 154 shows the critical
region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06 screen capture in Figure
155 shows, the maximum shear in the fairing rib is 4.87 ksi in layer 1.

Figure 153: Fairing rib maximum shear stress plot
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Figure 154: Fairing rib shear critical region

Figure 155: Fairing rib .f06 for critical shear element
The margin of safety for the shear stress of the fairing rib is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
9.2 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟔
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜏𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 4.87 𝑘𝑠𝑖
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4. Pylon Skin
Load Case 4 is determined to be the critical load case for pylon skin. The pylon skin was found
to be most critical in shear in the mid-board section of the pylon. Figure 156 shows the maximum
shear stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure 157 shows the critical
region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06 screen capture Figure
158 shows, the maximum shear in the pylon skin is 5.99 ksi in layer 7.

Figure 156: Pylon skin maximum shear stress plot

Figure 157: Pylon skin shear critical region
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Figure 158: Pylon skin .f06 for critical shear element
The margin of safety for the shear stress of the pylon skin is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜏𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
9.2 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜏𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 5.99 𝑘𝑠𝑖

5. Pylon Spar
Load Case 4 is determined to be the critical load case for pylon spar. The pylon spar was found
to be most critical in longitudinal tension in the outboard section of the pylon. Figure 159 shows
the maximum longitudinal tensile stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure
160 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06
screen capture in Figure 161 shows, the maximum longitudinal tension in pylon spar is 20.2 ksi in
layer 1.

Figure 159: Pylon spar maximum longitudinal tension stress plot
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Figure 160: Pylon spar tension critical region

Figure 161: Pylon spar .f06 for critical tensile element
The margin of safety for the tensile stress of the pylon spar is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
32.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟔
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 20.2 𝑘𝑠𝑖

6. Pylon Rib
Load Case 4 is determined to be the critical load case for pylon rib. The pylon rib was found
to be most critical in longitudinal tension in the outboard section of the pylon. Figure 162 shows
the maximum longitudinal tensile stress distribution with the critical region highlighted, and Figure
163 shows the critical region enlarged with the critical element number in that region. As the .f06
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screen capture in Figure 164 shows, the maximum longitudinal tension in the pylon rib is 8.79 ksi
in layer 1.

Figure 162: Pylon rib maximum longitudinal tension stress plot

Figure 163: Pylon rib tension critical region
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Figure 164: Pylon rib .f06 for critical tensile element
The margin of safety for the tensile stress of the pylon rib is given by,
𝑀. 𝑆. =

𝜎𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
32.1 𝑘𝑠𝑖
−1=
− 1 = 𝟏. 𝟒
𝐹𝑆 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
1.5 ∗ 8.79 𝑘𝑠𝑖
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